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I.

DR. McGIFFERT’S HISTORICAL METHODS.

P
ROFESSOR McGIFFERT’S History of Christianity in the

Apostolic Aye came before the world with more than ordi-

nary claims to attention. It had the novelty of being an original

contribution to the literature of the subject by an American

scholar, and the further novelty of reaching its results by meth-

ods hitherto more familiar to the German than to the English

reader. It was issued as a volume of the “ International Theo-

logical Library” and deemed worthy to be associated with the

other works of that series emanating from well-known theologians

and designed for the use of theological students on either side of

the Atlantic. As such, it was ushered into the world with the

apparent sanction of those who, as editors of the series, are pre-

sumably responsible for the selection of the writers, if not for the

indorsement of their general views. And it was sent forth under

the imprint of an eminent publishing firm long and honorably

known for its services in introducing to the English public trans-

lations of Continental theology and not less enterprising of late in

the publication of new works, English or American, in that

domain.* It is a book, moreover, marked by freshness, vigor

and adequate scholarship as well as by readiness of resource, power

of ingenious combination, and ample license of conjecture, discard-

ing commonly received opinions and advancing others with singu-

lar freedom and self-confidence.

* [Dr. Dickson’s allusion is to the well-known publishing house of Messrs. T. &
T. Clark, of Edinburgh, by which the work was issued in Great Britain. His

words of praise would, however, apply equally well, mutatis mutandis
,
to the

American publishers, Messrs. Charles Scribner’s Sons.

—

Editors.]
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IV.

“GOD-INSPIRED SCRIPTURE.”

HE phrase, “ Given by inspiration of God,” or “ Inspired of

I God,” occurs, as is well-known, but once ip the New Testa-

ment—in tbe classical passage, to wit, 2 Tim. iii. 16, which is

rendered in the Authorized Version, “All Scripture is given by

inspiration of God,” and by the Eevised Version, “ Everjr Scrip-

ture inspired of God is, etc.” The Greek word represented by it,

and standing in this passage as an epithet or predicate of “ Scrip-

ture ”

—

deonveufTTo?—though occurring here only in the New
Testament and found nowhere earlier in all Greek literature, has

nevertheless not hitherto seemed of doubtful interpretation. Its

form, its subsequent usage, the implications of parallel terms and

of the analogy of faith, have combined with the suggestions of the

context to assign to it a meaning which has been constantly attrib-

uted to it from the first records of Christian interpretation until

yesterday.

This unvarying understanding of the word is thus reported

by the leading lexicographers : Schleusner
(New Test. Lexicon,

Glasgow reprint of fourth Leipzig edition, 182-1)

:

“deoTtveuaros, oi>, 6, g, afflatu divino actus, divino quodam spiritu afflatus,

et partim de hominibus usurpatur, quorum sensus et sermones ad vim, divinam

referenda sunt

,

y. c. poetis, faticidis, prophetis, auguribus, qui etiam tteoS(daxrot

vocantur, partim de ipsis rebus, notionibus, sermonibus, et scriptis, a Deo sugges-

tis et divino instructu natis, ex tied? et wiu) spiro, quod, ut Latinum afflo, de

diis speciatim usurpatur, quorum yi homines interdum ita agi existimabantur,

ut notiones rerum, antea ignotarum, insolito quodam modo conciperent atque

mente vehementius concitata in sermones sublimiores et elegantiores erumpe-

rent. Conf. Cic. pro Arcliia c. 14
;

Virgil. Aen. iii, 358, vi, 50. In N. T.

semel legitur 2 Tim. iii. 16, natra ypayg tfeomeuaro? omnis Scriptura divini-

tus inspirata, seu, quse est originis divinse. coll. 2 Pet. i. 21. Syrus

scriptura, quse per spiritum scripta est. Conjunxit nempe actionem scribendi

cum actione inspirandi. Apud Plutarclium T. ix. p. 583. ed. Rciske.

SeonveuaTOL oveipot sunt somnia a diis immissa.”

Eobinson
(
Greek and English Lexicon of the New Testament

,

new ed., New York, 1872)

:

“ fteomeuiTTos, ou, 6, -g, adj. (tfed?, nviio), God-inspired, inbreathed of

God, 2 Tim. iii. 16 -kaaa ypazpg deonveuffro?.—Plut. de Placit. Philosoph.
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5. 2, robs onstpous robs &eotzveu<tzou$. Phocylid. 121 zrjs Ss ftsoTzvebcroo

oo(pir
t s Xoyos laz'iv apiaros. Comp. Jos. c. Ap. 1. 7 [«f YPa<fal ] T“,v ~po<pr

l
zu>v

xazd Try; tnir.voiav ri
t
v oltzo too itsod i±afyuv~(uv. Cic. pro Arch. 8, ‘ poetam

. . . . quasi diviuo quodam spiritu inflari.’ ”

ThaYER-Grimm (Greek-English Lexicon of the Neio Testament
,

New l’ork, 1887):

“ Veinveuaros, —ov, (tfsd? and iz'/iiu), inspired by God: ypatprj, i. e. the

contents of Scripture, 2 Tim. iii. 1G [see ru? I. 1 c.]
;

aixpirj
,
[pseudo-] Phocyl.

121 ;
oveipoi, Plut. de plac. phil. 5, 2, 3 p. 904f.

; [Orac. Sibyll. 5, 406 (cf.

308) ;
Non n. paraphr. ev. loan. 1, 99]. (epmsuaros also is used passively, but

anveuffzos, evxveuffros, Tzopimsoazos^ [duodtd-oEunro?], actively, [and ooaavdr.-

veoazos appar. either act. or pass.
;

cf. W. 96 (92) note].
-

)”

Cremer (Biblico- Theological Lexicon of Nevj Testament Greek
,

ed. 2, E. T., Edinburgh, 1878):

“#sd-vEU0T(> 9 ,
prompted by God, divinely insjnred. 2 Tim. iii. 16, r.asa

ypatpij #. In profane Greek it occurs only in Plut. de placit. philos. v. 2,

oveipoi d-edmeoffzoc
(
xaz' a;dyxry; yivovrai), opposed to <puaixoi. The formation

of the word cannot be traced to the use of ">tw, but only of iptiviot. Cf- Xen.

Hell. vii. 4. 32, rryx dpszir
l
v ftebs pve kp-Kvebaas

;
Plat. Conv. 179 B, pivos

ip-vsbaai iviois zdxv rjpcucov zov iisov
j
Horn. II. xx. 110

;
Od. xix. 138. The

simple verb is never used of divine action. How much the word corresponds with

the Scriptural view is evident from 2 Pet. i. 21.”

And the commentators generally will be found to speak no other-

wise .

The completeness of this lexical consent has recently, however,

been broken, and that by no less an authority than Prof. Her-

mann Cremer himself, the second edition of whose great Biblico-

theological Lexicon we have just adduced as in entire agreement

with the current view. The date of issue of this edition, in its

original German form, was 1872. The third edition was dela}red

until 1883. In the interval Dr. Cremer was called upon to write

the article on “ Inspiration ” in the second edition of Herzog’s

Realencyclopsedie (Yol. vi, sub voc., pp. 746 sq.), which saw the

light in 1880. In preparing this article he was led to take an

entirely new view* of the meaning of Heonveoaros, according to

which it defines Scripture, in 2 Tim. iii. 16, not according to its

origin, but according to its effect—not as “ inspired of God,” but

as “ inspiring its readers.” The statement of his new view was

transferred to the third edition of his Lexicon (1888 ;
E. T. as

Supplement
,
1886) very much in the form in which it appears in

Herzog ; and it has retained its place in the Lexicon
,
with practically

* The novelty of the view in question must not be pressed beyond measure. It

was a new view in the sense of the text, but, as we shall subsequently see, it was

no invention of Prof. Cremer’s, but was derived by him from Ewald.
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no alteration, ever since.* As its expression in Herzog was the

earliest, and therefore is historically the most important, and as the

article in the Lexicon is easily accessible in both German and

English, and moreover does not essentially differ from what is

said in Herzog
,
we shall quote here Dr. Cremer’s statement of the

case in preference from Herzog. He says :

“In theological usage, Inspiration denotes especially the influence of the Holy
Spirit in the origination of the sacred Scriptures, by means of which they become
the expression to us of the will of God, or the Word of God. The term comes from the

Vulgate, which renders 2 Tim. iii. 16 ~d<ra yprupy fteo-veuaro?, by omnis Scrip-

tura divinitus inspirata. Whether the meaning of the Greek term is con-

veyed by this is at least questionable. It clearly belongs only to Hellenistic and

Christian Greek. The notion that it was used also in classical Greek of poets and
seers (Huther in his Commentary) and to express what Cicero says in his pro
Archia

,
p. 8, nemo vir magnus sine aliquo cifflatu divino unquarn fnit, is cer-

tainly wrong. For Aeonxeuaro? does not occur at all in classical Greek or in

profane Greek as a whole. In the unique passage, Plutarch, de placit. phil., 5, 2

(Mor

.

904, 2) : rob? dxeipou? rob? Aeo-xeuarou? icaf dxayxrjx yixeaAar rob? de

(fuor/.ob? dxecdioXoizoioupixy)? <pu/rj? ro auptpipox aurg xrX, it is very probably

to be ascribed to the copyist, and stands, as Wyttenbach conjectures, in the place of

Aeonip-rou?. Besides this it occurs in Pseudo-Phocylides, v. 121 : rrj? de Aeon-

xeuarou aotpirj? Xdyo? £<jrev apttrro?—unless the whole line is, with Bernays, to

be deleted as disturbing to tbe sense—as well as in the Fifth Book of the Sibyl-

lines, v. 308 : Kupr] S’ g pwpd abx xapam rot? Aeomeuaroc?, and v. 406, ’AXXd

plyax yexerijpa Aebx navreux Aeoizveuorwx 'Ex Auaiai? lyipaipox xal &yia?

ixaroppo.?. The Pseudo-Phocylides was, however, a Hellenist, and the author

of the Fifth Book of the Sibyllines was, most probably, an Egyptian Jew living in

the time of Hadrian. On Christian ground we find it in 2 Tim. iii. 16, which is

possibly the earliest written employment of it to which we can point. Wetstein,

on this passage, adduces the sentence from the Vita Saba, 16 (in Cotelerii

Monum .) : etpAaae rij rob Xu ydptre rj xavruiv Aeo-xeuarcox, -axrcox ypcaroipbpiox

aurou croxodia pi'/pi d dxopdrwx, as well as the designation of Marcus Eremita as

6 Aeorxeuaro? avrjp. That the term has a passive meaning = 1

gifted with God’s

* That is at least to the eighth edition (1895), which is the last we have seen.

The chief differences between the Herzog and Lexicon articles are found at the

beginning and end—the latter being fuller at the beginning and the former at the

end. The Lexicon article opens thus :
“ Oeo-veuaro?, -ox, gifted with Qod’s Spirit,

breathing the Divine Spirit (but not, as Weiss still maintains = inspired by God).

The term belongs only to Hellenistic and Ecclesiastical Greek, and as peculiar thereto

is connected with expressions belonging to the sphere of heathen prophecy and

mysteries, fteoepopo?, fieotpoprjro?, Aeotpopobpexo?, ftevjXaro?, fteoxixrjro?, Seo-

Siypiox, 9eodixrojp
,
fteoKpono?, Seopaxri?, Seotppiov, Seo<ppadpcuv, iteoippad-rj?,

evfieo?, ivAoumaarrj?, et al., to which Hellenistic Greek adds two new words,

Aeo-Kxeuaro? and Aeodcdax.ro?, without, however, denoting what the others do

—

an ecstatic state.” The central core of the article then runs parallel in both

forms. Nothing is added in the Lexicon, except (in the later editions) immediately

after the quotations from Nonnus this single sentence: “This usage in Nonnus

shows just that it is not to be taken as = inspiratus, inspired by God, but as =
filled with God’s Spirit and therefore radiating it.” Then follows immediately

the next sentence, precisely as in Herzog, with which the Lexicon article then runs

parallel to the quotation from Origen, immediately after which it breaks off.
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Spirit,’ ‘ divinely spirited,
’
(not ‘ inspired ’ as Ewald rightly distinguishes*) may

be taken as indubitable from Sibyll., v. 406 and the two passages last adduced.

Nevertheless ypaip

r

t
&zu7;veu<TTu$ does not seem easily capable of meaning

‘ inspired by God’s Spirit ’ in the sense of the Vulgate
;
when connected with such

conceptions as ypatpij here, vapa, ‘fountain,’ Sibyll. v. 308, it would rather

signify ‘ breathing a divine spirit,’ in keeping with that ready transition of the

passive into the active sense which we see in u-vsuittos, eumzuffros, ‘ ill- or well-

breathed ’= 1 breathing ill or well.’ Compare Nonnus, paraphr. ev Jo., i, 102:

ob Tzodu<s axpou avdpopiyv ~aX.dp.rpj vox d~tos zipi izeXaaaas, Xutrai pobvov

ipavra Iho-vzixrzoLo TzediXou. with v. 129 : jSaTrriXerj aizopoiaiv xai aizveuaToiai

Xozrpoi$. In harmony with this, it might he understood also in Phocyl. 121
;

the explanation, ‘ Wisdom gifted with the Divine Spirit,’ at all events las in its

favor the fact that #E07rveu<rro? is given the same sense as when it is connected

with djrjp, ajfhpw-o f. Certainly a transition to the sense, ‘ hreatlied by God ’

1 inspired by God ’ seems difficult to account for, and it would fit, without forcing,

only Phocyl. 121, while in 2 Tim. iii. 16, on the assumption of this sense, there

would be required a not altogether easy metonyme. The sense ‘breathing God’s

Spirit ’ is moreover in keeping with the context, especially with the uxpIXipo? -pos
bidatrxaXia j xrX. and the -a duvapevd az otHfinai, v. 15, as well as with the language

employed elsewhere, e. g., in the Epistle to the Hebrews, where what the Scripture

says is, as is well known, spoken of as the saying, the word of the Holy Ghost. Cf.

also Acts xxviii. 25. Origen also, in Horn. SI in Jcrem., seems so to understand it

:

sacra volumina Spiritus plenitudinem spirant. Let it he added that the expression

‘ breathed by God, inspired by God,’ though an outgrowth of the Biblical idea,

certainly, so far as it is referred to the prophecy which does not arise out of the

human will (2 Pet. i. 21), yet can scarcely be applied to the whole of the rest of

the sacred Scriptures—unless we are to find in 2 Tim. iii. 16 the expression of a

conception of sacred Scripture similar to the Philonian. There is no doubt, how-

ever, that the Peshito understood it simply= 1 inspired by God ’—yet not differ-

ently than as in Matt. xxii. 43 we find : J au'tS £v Tzvzupari XaXsi. It translates

anSPtt Xnt'Or
!
Yj 3P3 *73, ‘for every Scripture which is written iv -jzbpari ’—

certainly keeping prominently in the foreground the inspiration of the writer.

Similarly the ^Ethiopic renders : ‘And every Scripture is iu the (by the) Spirit of

the Lord and profits while the Arabic (deriving from the original text) reads :

‘And every Scripture which is divinely of spiratio, divinam sapiens auram.'

The rendering of the Peshito and the explanations of the Greek exegetes would

certainly lend great weight to the divinitus inspirata, were they not explicable

from the dominant idea of the time—for which, it was thought, a suitable term

was found in 2 Tim. iii. 16, nowhere else used indeed and coined for the purpose

—but which was itself more or less taken over from the Alexandrian Judaism,

that is to say, from heathenism.”

Here, we will perceive, is a carefully reasoned attempt to reverse

the previous lexical consensus as to the meaning of this important

word. We have not observed many traces of the influence of this

new determination of its import. The present writer, after going

over the ground under Prof. Cremer’s guidance, too hastily adopted

his conclusion in a paper on “ Paul’s Doctrine of the Old Testa-

ment ” published in The Presbyterian Quarterly for July, 1899;

* The contrast is between ” gottlich begeistet
” and “ gottlich begcistert.’’ The

reference to Ewald is given iu the Lexicon : Jahrb. f. bibl. Wissenschaft, vii, 68

sq.

;

ix, 91 sq.
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and an adverse criticism of Dr. Cremer’s reasoning, from the pen of

Prof. Dr. L. Schulze, of Eostock, appeared in the Theologisclies Lit-

eraturblatt for Maj 22, 1896 (xvii, 21, pp. 258, 254), in the course of

a review of the eighth edition of the Lexicon. But there has not

met our eye as yet anv really thorough reexamination of the

whole matter, such as a restatement of it like Dr. Cremer’s might

have been expected to provoke. The case surely warrants and

indeed demands it. Dr. Cremer’s statement is more than a state-

ment—it is an argument; and his conclusion is revolutionary, not

indeed as to doctrine—for that rests on a broader basis than a single

text or an isolated word—but as to the meaning borne by an out-

standing New Testament term. It would seem that there is, then,

no apology needed for undertaking a somewhat minute examina-

tion of the facts in the case under the guidance of Dr. Cremer’s

very full and well-reasoned statement.

It may conduce, in the end, to clearness of presentation if we

begin somewhat in medias res by raising the question of the

width of the usage of the word. Is it broadly a Greek word, or

distinctively a Hellenistic word, or even a purely Christian word ?

So far as appears from the usage as ascertained,* it would seem

to be post-Christian. Whether we should also call it Christian,

coined possibly by Paul and used only in Christian circles, depends,

in the present state of our knowledge, on the determination of

two rather nice questions. One of these concerns the genuineness

of the reading deoweuaTous in the tract on The Opinions of

Philosophers (v, 2, 3), which has come down to us among the

works of Plutarch, as well as in its dependent document, the

History of Philosophy (106), transmitted among the works of

Galen. The other concerns the character, whether Jewish or

Jewish- Christian, of certain portions of the fifth book of the Sibyl-

line Oracles and of the Poem of Admonition
,
once attributed to

Phokylides but now long recognized to be the work of a late

Alexandrian Jew,f—in both of which the word occurs. Dr.

Cremer considers the reading to be false in the Plutarchian tract,

and thinks the fifth book of the Sybillines and the Pseudo-

Phokylidian poem Jewish in origin. He therefore pronounces the

word a Hellenistic one. These decisions, however, can scarcely be

looked upon as certain
;
and they will bear scrutiny, especially as

they are accompanied with some incidental errors of statement.

* Of which the facts given by Cremer may for the present be taken as a fair con-

spectus, only adding that the word occurs not only in the editions of Plutarch, De
plac. phil., v, 2, 3, but also in the printed text of the dependent document printed

among Galen’s works under the title of De hist, phil., 106.

f Cf. Mahaffy, History of Greek Literature (American ed.), i, 188, note 1.
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It would certainly require considerable boldness to decide

with confidence upon the authorship of any given portion of the

fifth book of the Sibyllines. Friedlieb (whom Dr. Cremer follows)

and Badt ascribe the whole book to a Jewish, but Alexandra

Reuss and Dechent to a Christian author
;
while others parcel it

out variously between the two classes of sources—the most

assigning the sections containing the word in question, however, to

a Jewish author (Bleck, Liicke, Gfrdrrer
;
Ewald, Hilgenfeld

;

Schurer). Schiirer practically gives up in despair the problem of

distributing the book to its several authors, and contents himself

with saying that Jewish pieces preponderate and run in date from

the first Christian century to Hadrian.* In these circumstances

surely a certain amount of doubt may fairly be thought to rest on

the Jewish or Christian origin of our word in the Sibylline text.

On the other hand, there seems to be pretty good positive reason

for supposing the Pseudo-Phokylidian poem to be in its entirety a

Christian production. Its Jewish origin was still strenuously

maintained by Bernays,f but its relation to the Teaching of the

Apostles has caused the subject to be reopened, and we think has

brought it to at least a probable settlement in favor of Scaliger’s

opinion that it is the work “ avtovu/iou Christiani.”^; In the face

of this probability the brilliant and attractive, but not always

entirely convincing conjectures by which Bernays removed some

of the Christian traits from the text may now be neglected: and

among them that by which he discarded the line containing our

word. So far then as its occurrence in the fifth book of the

Sibyllines and in Pseudo-Phokvlides is concerned, no compelling

reason appears why the word may not be considered a distinctively

Christian one: though it must at the same time be recognized that

the sections in the fifth Sibyl in which it occurs are more probably

Jewish than Christian.

With reference to the Plutarchian passage something more needs

to be said. “ In the unique passage, Plutarch de plac. phil. 5, 2 (904

F.) : Touj dveipoui row? $eo7tveij(TT0us xar dvdyx-gv yiveaftar roof 5k <pu<7’.xob$

ivecSujXmcoioofiivr]^ ipu/rji to au/xipipov amrj xtA.” says Dr. Cremer, “ it is

with the greatest probability to be ascribed to the transcriber, in

whose mind tfeottveuaro? lay in the sense of the Amlgate rendering,

* The Jewish People in the Time of Jesus Christ, E. T., II, iii, 286, whence the

account given in the text is derived.

f See his Gesammelte Abhandlungen, edited by Usener in 1885. Usener’s

Preface should he also consulted.

f So Harnack, Theologisehe Literaturzeitung, 1885, No. 7, p. 160: also, J. R.

Harris, The Teaching of the Apostles and the Sibylline Books (Cambridge, 1888):

both give internal evidences of the Christian origin of the book. Cf. what we

have said in The Andover Review for August, 1886, p. 219.
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divinitus inspirata
,
and it stands, as Wyttenbach conjectures, for

#eonipLTiTou?.'n The remark concerning Wyttenbach is erroneous

—

only one of a series of odd misstatements which have dogged the

textual notes on this passage. Wyttenbach prints deoxveuffrous in

his text and accompanies it with this textual note:* “ dsonipnTous

reposuit editor Lips, ut ex Gal. et Mosc. At in neutro haec

reperio. Sane non est quare compilatori elegantias obtrudamus.”

Oeonifinrou? is therefore not Wyttenbach’s conjecture: Wytten-

bach does not even accept it, and this has of late been made a

reproach to him:f he ascribes it to “ the Leipzig editor,” that is

to Christian Daniel Beck, whose edition of this tract was published

at Leipzig, in 1787. But Wyttenbach even more gravely mis-

quotes Beck than he has himself been misquoted by Dr. Cremer.

For Beck, who prints in his text : twv dveipwv rubs pkv Seomeuaroui,

annotates as follows: “ Olim : tou? Svetpous Tob$ fteonveuaTous—Red-

didi textis elegantiorem lectionem, quae in M. et G. est. fteo-KveboTous

sapere Christianum librarium videtur pro HeordpnToo$.'"X
e

That is

to say. Wyttenbach has transferred Beck’s note on twv Sveipwv robs

pev to fteomf/i-KTous. It is this clause and not deonipmous that Beck
professes to have got out of the Moscow MS. and Galen

:

fteonipnToui; he presents merely as a pure conjecture founded on the

one consideration that #eo7n>eo<m>o? has a flavor of Christian scribe

about it
;

and he does not venture to put deorlpitToos into the

text. The odd thing is that LIutten follows Wyttenbach in his

misrepresentation of Beck, writing in his note :
“ Beck, dedit

^eo-Kip-KToui ut elegantiorem lectionem e Mosq. et Gal. sumptam.

In neutro se hoc reperisse W. notat, addens, non esse quare

compilatori elegantias obtrudamus. Cors. e Gal. notat twv oveipwv

rob ? pkv »9somebarouf.” § Corsini does indeed so report, his note

running :

“ Paullo aliter ” (i. e., from the ordinary text which he

reprints from Stephens) “ Galenus, twv Svsipwv robs pev deomeuffrous,

somniorum ea quidem quae divinitus inspirata sint, etc.”
||

But

this is exactly what Beck says, and nothing other, except that he

adds that this form is also found in the Moscow MS. We must

conclude that Efutten in looking at Beck’s note was preoccupied

* Oxford 8vo edition, 1795-1830, Yol. iv, ii, 650.

t As by Diels in his Doxographi Graci
,
p. 15: “ fnit scilicit d-eonip-rou^, quod

sero intellectual est a Wyttenbachio in indice Plutarcheo. si Galenum inspexissit,

ipsum illud deo-kp-rou? inventurus erat.” But Diels’ presentation of Galen was

scarcely open to Wyttenbach’s inspection : and the editions then extant read

ftsoTTveuiTTous as Corsini rightly tells us.

X Plutarchi de Physicis Philosopliorum Decretis, ed. Che. Dan. Beckius,

Leipzig, 1787.

§ Tiibingen, 1791-1804, Yol. xii (1800), p. 467.

||
Plutarchi de Placitis Philosopliorum Libb. v. (Florentine, 1750).
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with Wyttenback’s misreport of it. The upshot of the whole

matter is that the reading deoxl/ntrous was merely a conjecture

of Beck’s, founded solely on his notion that tfeom/ewurHu? was a

purely Christian term, and possessing no diplomatic basis whatso-

ever. Accordingly it has not found its way into the printed text

of Plutarch: all editions, with one exception, down to and in-

cluding those of Diibner-Dokner (Didot’s Bibliotheca) of 1856

and Bernardakis (Teubner’s series) of 1893 read deomeuarous.

A new face has been put on the matter, however, bv the pub-

lication in 1879 of Diels’ Doxographi Greed, in which the whole

class of ancient literature to which Plutarch’s De plac. philos.

belongs is subjected to a searching study, with a view to tracing

the mutual relations of the several pieces and the sources from

which they are constructed.* With this excursion into “ higher

criticism,” into which there enters a highly speculative element,

that, despite the scientific thoroughness and admirable acuteness

which give the whole an unusually attractive aspect, leaves some

doubts in the mind of the sober reader,! we have now happily

little to do. Suffice it to say that Diels looks upon the Plutarchian

tract as an epitome of a hypothetical Aetios, made about 150 A.D.

and already used by Athenagoras (c. 177 A.D.): \ and on the Galenic

tract as in its later portion an excerpt from the Plutarchian tract,

made about A.D. 500.§ In the course of his work, he has framed

and printed a careful recension of the text of both tracts,
||
and in

both of them he reads at the place of interest to us, #e«7rIpnTous.^

* A very clear account of Diels’ main conclusions is given by Franz Susemihl
in his Geschichte der Griechischen Literatur in der Alexandrinerzeit (Leipzig,

1891-1892), ii, pp. 250, 251, as well as in Bursian’s Jahresbericht for 1881 (VII,

i, 289 sq.

)

A somewhat less flattering notice by Max Heinze appears in Bursian
for 1880, p. 3 sq. Cf. Gerke, sub voc. “Aetios,” in the new edition of Pauly’s

Real-Encyclopcedie (Wissowa’s ed., 1894), I, i, 705 a.

t Cf. the remarks of Max Heinze as above.

J It would be possible to hold, of course, that Athenagoras used not the [Pseudo ?-]

Plutarch, but the hypothetical Aetios, of which Diels considers the former an ex-

cerpt: but Diels does not himself so judge: “anceps est quicstio utrum excerpserit

Athenagoras Plutarchi Placita an maius illud opus, cuius ilia est epitome, illud

mihi probatur, hoc R. Volkmanno Leben Plut., i, 169 ” (p. 51).

\ The relation of the Pseudo-Galen to the [Pseudo?-] Plutarch Diels expresses

thus: “ Alter liber quo duce ex generali pliysicorum tanquam promulside ad largi-

orem dapam Galenus traducit est Plutarchus de Placidis philosophorum physicis.

Unde cum in prioribus pauca suspensa manu ut condimentum adspersa sint (c.

5, 20, 21), jam a c. 25 ad finem Plutarchus ita regnat, nihil aliud ut prseterea ad-

scitum esse apparent .... ergo foedioribus Byzantiorum soloecismis amputatis

hanc partem ad codicum fidem descripsimus, non nullis Plutarclieaj emendationis

auxilium, pluribus fortasse liumanse perversitatis insigne testimonium ” (pp. 252,

253).

||
Plutarch’s, pp. 267 sq.; Galen’s, pp. 595 sq.

If Plutarch’s Ep., v, 2, 3 (p. 416); Galen’s Hist. Phil., 106 (p. 640).
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Here for the first (and as yet only*) time deoxifinrou? makes its

appearance in the text of what we may, in deference to Diels’

findings and after the example of Gerke,f call, at least, the

“ [Pseudo? -] Plutarch.” \ The key to the situation, with Diels,

lies in the reading of the Pseudo-Galen: for as an excerpt from

the [Pseudo?-] Plutarch the Pseudo-Galen becomes a valuable

witness to its text, and is treated in this case indeed as a determi-

native witness, inasmuch as the whole MS. transmission of

[Pseudo ?-] Plutarch, so far as known, reads here ^eo-^sucrruui.

Editing rtsoTci/xnTou? in Pseudo-Galen, Diels edits it also, on that

sole documentary ground, in [Pseudo ?-] Plutarch. That we may
form some estimate of the likelihood of the new reading, we must,

therefore, form some estimate of its likelihood in the text of the

Pseudo-Galen, as well as of the principles on which the text of

the [Pseudo?-] Plutarch is to be framed.

The editions of Pseudo-Galen—including that of Kiihn§—
have hitherto read ftsowduffTou? at our place, and from this we may
possibly infer, that this is the reading of the common run of the

MSS.
||

Diels constructs his text for this portion of the treatise

from two kindred MSS. only, and records the readings of no
others: as no variation is given upon our word, we may infer

that these two MSS. at least agree in reading deoirl/ntrous. The
former of them (Codex Laurentianus lxxiv. 3), of the twelfth or

early thirteenth century, is described as transcribed “ with in-

credible corruptness;” the latter (Codex Laurentianus lviii, 2),

of the fifteenth century, as written more carefully : both repre-

sent a common very corrupt archetype. 1" This archetype is

* For Bernardakis reads #£o-veu<7TOU$ in bis text (Teubner series, Plutarcli’s

Moralia
,
v, 35]), recognizing at the same time in a note that the reading of

Galen is Uso-i/j-rous.

fin Pauly’s Real-Encyclopcedia, new ed., s. v.

X It is not meant, of course, that Die's was the first to deny the tract to Plu-
tarch. It has always been under suspicion. Wyttenbach, for example, rejects its

Plutarchian claim with decision, and speaks of the tract in a tooe of studied con-
tempt, which is, indeed, reflected in the note already quoted from him, in the re-
mark that we would not be justified in obtruding elegancies on a mere compiler.
Cf. i, p. xli: “Porro si quid hoc est, spurius liber utriusque nomine perperum
fertur idem, Plutarchi qui dicitur De PMlosophorum Placitis, Galeni Historia
philosophice.

’ ’

'i Diels does not think highly of this portion of Kuhn’s edition: “Kuelmius,
qui prioribus sui corporis voluminibus manurn subinde admovit quamvis parum
felicem, postremo urgenti typothetse ne inspectas quidem Charferiante plagulas
typis discribendas tradidisse fertur. neque aliter explicari potest, quod editio
ambitiose suscepta tam misere absoluta est” (p. 211, 2).

||
Though Diels informs us that the editors have made very little effort to

ascertain the readings of the MSS.

T ‘‘Ex archetypo hand vetusto eodemque mendosissimo quartuor exempla

7
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reconstructed from the consent of the two, and where they differ

the preference is given to the former. The text thus framed

is confessedlycorrupt:** but though it must therefore be cautiously

used, Diels considers it nevertheless a treasure house of the best

readings for the [Pseudo?-] Plutarch.t Especially in the latter

part of the [Pseudo?-] Plutarch, where the help of Eusebius

and the other ecloyee fails, he thinks the case would often be

desperate if we did not have the Pseudo-Galen. Three examples

of the preservation of the right reading by it alone he gives us, one

of them being our present passage, in which he follows, therefore,

the reading of the Pseudo-Galen against the entire MS. trans-

mission.

Diels considers the whole MS. transmission of the [Pseudo?-]

Plutarch to take us back to an archetype of about A.D. 1000, and

selects from it three codices as nearest to the archetype,]: viz., A=
Codex Mosquensis 339 (nunc 352) of saec. xi or xii (the same as the

Mosq. quoted by Beck), collated by Matthaei and in places reex-

amined for Diels by Voelkelius
;
B = Codex Marcianus 521 [xcii,

7], of saec. xiv, very closely related to A, collated by Diels him-

self
;
and C= Codex Parisinus 1672 of saec. xiii. ex. vel. xiv. in.

which is a copy of a corpus of Plutarch put together by Planudes

or a contemporary. Through these three codices he reaches the

original apograph which stands at the root of all the extant MSS.,

and from it, by the aid of the excerpts from the tract—in our

passage the Pseudo-Galen’s only—he attains his text.

His note on our reading runs thus :
“ deoizinr.Toos G cf. Arist. de

divinat. 2 p. 463b 13: fteomEuarous (A) B C, cf. Prol. p. J5.”

The parenthesis in which A is enclosed means that A is here

cited from the silence of Matthaei’ s collation.§ The reference to

transcripta esse, ac fidelius quidem Laur. A, peritius sed interpolate Laur. B.
’’

(p. 241).

* Diels’ language is :
“ dolendum sane est libri condicionem tam esse despera-

tam ut etiam Plutarcheo archetypo comparato baud semel plane incertus haereas,

qnid sibi velit compilator ” (p. 12).

t “Verum qnamvis sit suruma opus cautione ne ventosi nebulonis commenta

pro sincera metnoria amplexemur, inest tamen in Galeno optimarum lectionum

psene intactus thesaurus” (p. 13).

t “Codices manu scripti quotquot noti sunt ex archetypo circa millesimum

annum scripto deducti sunt” (p. 33). “duo antem sunt recensendi Plntaichi

instrumenta .... unum recentius ex codicis petendum, inter quos ABC arche-

typo proximos ex ceterorum turba segregavi .... alterum genus est excerpto-

rum . . . . ” (p. 42).

\ The readings of A are drawn from a collation of it with the Frankfort edition

of 1620 published by C. F. Matthaei in his Lectiones Afosquenses. In a number of

important readings, the MS. has been reinspected for Diels by Voelkel with the

result of throwing some doubt on the completeness of Matthxi’s collation. Ac-

cordingly the MS. is cited in parenthesis whenever it is cited e silentio (see Diels,

p. 33).
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tlie Prolegomena is to tire passage already alluded to, in which, the

Galenic reading ftsoTri/i-ruu? is cited as one of three chosen instances

of excellent readings preserved by Galen alone. The note there

runs thus: “ alteri loco christiani librarii pi us fraus nocuit. V. 2, 3,

HpotpUos rdjv ovsipojv robs fisv &EOTTveuffTous xar dvdyxrjv yiveaftcu.

fuit scilicit fteoicifncTtm, quod sero intellectum est a Wyttenbachio

in indice Plutarcheo. si Galenum inspexisset, ipsum illud

fteu-Ki/jLTrTous inventurus erat. simili fraude versus 121 Phocylideis

a Byzantinis insertus est, ubi vox ilia sacra [2 Tim. iii. 16] I. Ber-

naysio interpolationis originem manifesto aparuit.” That is to say,

the reading of the Pseudo-Galen is preferred to that of the MSS.,

because the reading deonveutTzous explains itself as a pious fraud

of a Christian scribe, giving a place in the text of Plutarch to “this

sacred word ”—another example of which procedure is to be

found in Pseudo-Phok. 121, extruded by Bernavs from the text on

this very ground. On this remark, as on a hinge, turns, it would

seem, the decision of the whole question. The problem of the

reading, indeed, may be set forth at this point in the form of

this alternative:—Which is most likely,—that fteomeuffrous in the

[Pseudo?-] Plutarch originated in the pious fraud of a Christian

scribe?—or that &soniimroo<s in the text of Pseudo-Galen edited by

Diels originated in the error of a careless scribe ?

When we posit the problem in this definite form we cannot

feel at all certain that Diels’ solution is the right one. There is

an a priori unlikelihood in its way: deliberate corruption of

texts is relatively rare and not to be assumed without good rea-

son. The parallel from the Pseudo-Phokylides fails, now that it

seems probable that the whole poem is of Christian origin. There

seems no motive for such a pious fraud as is charged: what gain

could be had from intruding fteomeuffTous into the Plutarchian text ?

and what special sanctity attached to this word ? And if a

sacrosanct character be attributed to the word, could it not be

equally plausibly argued that it was therefore offensive to the

Christian consciousness in this heathen connection, and was accord-

ingly replaced by the less sacred deoniinzToos, a word of heathen

associations and indeed with a secondary sense not far from “ ex-

traordinary.”* Or if it be now said that it is not intended to

charge conscious fraud, it is pertinent to ask what special associations

Christians had with the word ^sdnvsofTro? in connection with dreams

* The general use of &e6nep.-To<; is illustrated in the Lexicons, by the citation

of Arist., Ethic. Nic., i, 9, 3, where happiness is spoken of as dsd-spi-rus in con-

trast to the attainment of virtue in effort
;
Longinus, c. 34, where we read of

fteotzepKTa. rcva ScoprjpaTa in contrast with avftptoniva

;

Themist., Or. 13, p. 178

D, where 6 0. veavios is found
;
Dion. Hal., T. 14. Liddell and Scott quote for

the secondary sense of “extraordinary,” Longus, 3, 18” Artem., i, 7.
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which would cause it to obtrude itself unconsciously in such a

connection. One is almost equally at a loss to account for the

intrusion of the word in the place of the simpler

whether the intrusion be looked upon as deliberate or uncon-

scious. On the other hand, the substitution of ftedxepxTos for

feonveuffTos in the text of Pseudo-Galen seems quite readily

accountable, and that whether it be attributed to the original

excerpter or to some later copyist of the tract. The term was

associated with dreams in the minds of all acquainted with the

literature of the subject. Diels himself refers us to a passage in

Aristotle where the collocation occurs,* and familiar passages from

Philof and the Clementina^: will suggest themselves to others.

“ God-sent dreams ” must have almost had the rank of a “ term-

inus technicus.” Moreover the scribe had just written the word

in the immediate context, and that not without close contiguity

with the word dveipou$,§ and may be readily supposed to have had

*Arist., de divinat, 2, p. 463b 13: o/.at ? d'i-s't xa't rwv aXXaiv ^wmv ovstpedr-

tsc Ttvd, dsb-sp-Ta pev oux dv sir rd Ivu~va, adds yiyovs toutou yaptv,

datpdvta pivTot’ r
t
yap <pufft<s da.ip.ovta, d/.A ou dsta.

f Cf. Philo’s tract ~sp't rod dsortip-Touf eivai robi oveipous (Mangey., i, 620).

Its opening words run (Yonge’s translation, ii, 292) : “The treatise before this

one has contained our opinions as to those of twv dvsipmv dso-lp-rwv classed in

the first species .... which are defined as dreams in which the Deity sends the

appearances beheld in dreams according to his own suggestion (ft) {Altov xara rrpv

idtav v-ofiodijS rd? £v rots u-voo? imizipizeiv tpavTaulas')," whereas this later

treatise is to discuss the second species of dreams, in which, “ our mind being

moved along with that of the universe, has seemed to be hurried awaj- from itself

and to be God-borne (
fteotpopeiffftat ) so as to be capable of preapprehension and

foreknowledge of the future. ’’ Cf. also $ 22, dso~iprtTou tsavrafftac: § 33,

ftso-ip-rou^ dvelpous : ii, § 1, twv i9su~ip~Twv dveipwv. The superficial par-

allelism of Philo with what is cited from Heropliilus is close enough fully to

account for a scribe harking back to Philo’s language—or even for the compiler of

the Pseudo-Galen doing so.

XClemeniine Homilies, xvii, 15 : “And Simon said :
‘ If you maintain that appa-

ritions do not always reveal the truth, yet for all that visions and dreams, being

God-sent (ra opdpara xa't to. kvi)~via fted-sp-za dvra ou t/’sudeTat) do not

speak falsely in regard to those matters which they wish to tell.’ And Peter said :

‘ You were right in saying that, being God-sent, they do not speak falsely

(ftso—euTtra dvra ou (fisudetat). But it is uncertain if he who sees has seen a

God-sent dream (si 6 idwv fteoTisp-rov iwpaxsv dvstpov).” What has come to

the Clementine Homilies is surely already a Christian commonplace.

’i
The immediately preceding paragraph in the Pseudo-Galen (g 105), corre-

sponding with [Pseudo?-] Plutarch, v, i, 1, 23 is edited by Diels thus ;
IDAtwv

xa't ot Yranxo'i rrpv pavTtxijv sieayotxsf xa't ydp fteb-spTZTov stvat, d~sp iurtv

Ivdeaffrtxov xa't x.ard to dstdrarov T7,?
<r'
uZ*iSi ursp lur'tv ivftouaiaaTixbv

,
na't

to 6vstpo~u).txdv xa't to dffTpovop.tx.dv xa't to dpveoffxo—txuv. Esvovavrjs xa't

’Eiztxoupos dvaipodffi ri
t
v pavTtxtjv. Iluftayopa ? di pdvov to duTtxdv oux

iyxptva.
’

AptffTOTlPrfi xa't Atxalapyo? to'u$ dvetpous eiudyouatv, a&avaTov
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it still lingering in Ms memory when he came to write the suc-

ceeding section. In fine, the intrusion into the text of deomeuffToo?,

a rare word and one suggested to a dull or inattentive scribe by

nothing, seems far less easy to account for than the intrusion of

d-eon£/j.TtTou$, a common word, an ordinary term in this connection,

and a term suggested to the scribe by the immediate context. On
transcriptional grounds certainly the former appears far more likely

to be original
—

“ proclivi scriptioni praestat ardua.”

The decisive consideration against fteomzuffTous in the mind of

Diels—-as it had been before him in the mind of Beck—seems to

have been, indeed, nothing but the assumption that Seo-veufrro?, as

a distinctively Christian word, must argue a Christian hand, wher-

ever it is found. That, however, in our present study is precisely

the matter under investigation
;

and we must specially guard

against permitting to intrude decisively into our premises what we
propose to arrive at only by way of conclusion. Whether the

word be genuine in the [Pseudo ? -] Plutarch or not, is just one of

the most important factors in deciding whether it be a peculiarly

Christian word or not. An instructive parallel may be found in

the treatment accorded by some great authorities to the cognate

word -d-eomoos when it turned up in an inscription which seems

obviouslyheathen.* * This inscription, inscribed (about the third

century) on the face of a man-headed sphinx at Memphis, sings

the praises of the sphinx’s beauty—among the items mentioned

being that £<puTtEp\Jf\s npofUDitov syti to ft\_e]6[i:v]oov, while, below, the

body is that of the lion, king of beasts. Boeck comments on

this: “Vs. 4, 5, recte legit Letronnius, qui #e6m>oov monet

Christianum quidam sonare.” But why should Letronnius infer

Christianity from the word deonvoov, or Boeck think it worth

while to record the fact? Fortunately the heathen use of ftso-voo9

is beyond question. f It provides an excellent illustration, there-

by T7]V (f’uyr/v ob vopl^ores, ftetou 8£ tivo$ fieriyecv. Surely the scribe or

compiler who could transmute the section icep) p.avTixij<s in the [Pseudo?-]

Plutarch into this, with its intruded fteonepicTov before him and its allusion to

Aristotle on dreams, might be credited without much rashness with the intrusion of

&eoTrip.7:r<>u? into the next section.

* It is duly recorded in Boeck, Corpus Inscript. Graec
,
4700 b. (Add. iii).

It is also printed by Kaibel, Epigrammata Grcecu (Berlin, 1878), p. 428, but

not as a Christian inscription, but under the head of “ Epigrammata dedicatoria :

V. proscynemata. ”

| Porphyry: Ant. Nymph. 116: yjyobxro yap Ttpoai^avstv rip udarc ra? <J>uya<z

fteomoip ovti, ws <prj<jh 6 Noup-yvios' Sta touto Xiycox xai rov npoipijzTjv elprjxivai,

iynpipsoftai kitavo rob Sdaro? »teob :Kvebpa—a passage remarkable for containing

an appeal to Moses (Gen. i. 5) by a heathen sage. “God-breathed water” is ren-

dered by Holstenius : “ aqua: quae divino spiritu foveretur by Gesnerus : “aquae

divinitus afllatae by Thomas Taylor : “water which is inspired by divinity.”
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fore, of the rashness of pronouncing words of this kind to be of

Christian origin
;
and suggests the hesitancy with which we should

extrude such a word from the text of [Pseudo ? -] Plutarch on

the sole ground that it “ tastes of a Christian scribe.” Surely if

a heathen could invent and use the one word, he might equally

well invent and use the other. And certainly it is a great mistake

to look upon compounds with bio? of this kind as in any sense

exclusively Christian. The long list of heathen terms of this

character given by Dr. Cremer, indeed, is itself enough to indicate

the heathen facility for their coinage. Many such words, we may
well believe, were found by Christians ready made to their hand,

and had only to be adapted to their richer usage. What is more

distinctively Christian is the parallel list of words compounded with

Tri/eDpa** or even ^oorrdyf which were placed by their side, such as

\_msuparuo?], Ttveupazoxivrjzo'i
,
msupazo<p6po<s

,
Tzvtupazipepopo^', ypior6ypa<po<z,

yp'.(jzi>8iSaxTO<;, ypurroxivrjros, ypiazokijizzos, ypi<jzu<p6p<>s.

As the reasons which have been determining with Diels in

framing his text do not appear to us able to bear the weight laid

on them, we naturally cannot adopt his text with any confidence.

We doubt whether fteo-ip-zou? was the original reading in the

Pseudo-Galen ; we doubt whether, if that were the case, we should

on that ground edit it in the [Pseudo? -] Plutarch. Our feeling

is decided that the intrusion of fteonipLTzzous into a text which

originally read fteoitveuarous would be far more easily accounted for

than the reverse. One should be slow, of course, in rejecting a

reading commended by such a scholarly tact as Diels’. But we

may take courage from the fact that Bernadakis, with Diels’ text

before him, continues to read fteomsutTzoos even though recognizing

ftet>n£p7rzou<i as the reading of Galen. We thiuk we must be per-

Pisid. Hexcem. 1489: rj VeoTzvous axpuzys (quoted unverified from Hase-Din-

dorf’s Stephens). The Christian usage is illustrated by the following citations,

taken from Sophocles : HebmesTris., Poem, 17. 14 : rij? dkrp<
ieia<s

;
Anastasius

of Sinai, Migne, 89. 1169 A : Those who do not have the love of God, “these,

having a diabolical will and doing the desires of their flesh, Tzapaizowzai toy

novTjpdv zo ftedpoiov, xai ftedxztazov, xai fteopotov zfjs vospay xai ftsoyapaxzoo

ypwv (puyr^ dpokoyhv ix Aptazui, xai zrjv £too-oiux abzr^ xai truffzaztxryx ftsd-voux

ixipyecax.”

* meupaztxpopos and xvojpazocpapeiaftai are pre-Christian Jewish words,

already used in the LXX. (Hos. ix. 7, Zeph. iii. 4, Jer. ii. 24). Compounds of

ded? found in the LXX. are fteoKzi<rzos, 2 Macc. vi. 23 ;
ftsopaysiv, 2 Macc. vii.

9 [ deopayos Sm., Job xxvi. 5, et al . ] ;
^soffc/Seia, Gen. xx. 11 et al.

;
ftsoasfirjf

Ex. xviii. 21 et al.

f No derivative of ypiazb9 except yptffztavos is found in the New Testament.

The compounds are purely Patristic. See Lightfoot’s note on Ignatius, Eph. ix
;

Phil, viii and the note in Migne’s Pat. Grcec., xi, 1861, at Adamantii Dialogue de

recta fide, \ 5.
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mitted to hold the matter still at least sub judice and to profess

our inability in the circumstances to look upon the wdrd as a

purely Christian term.* It would be interesting to know what

phraseology was used by Herophilus himself (born c. B.C. 300) in

the passage which the [Pseudo ? -] Plutarch excerpts. But this

excerpt seems to be the only source of information we have in the

matter,f and it would perhaps be overbold to suppose that the

compiler had preserved the very words of the great physician.

Were such a presumption deemed plausible we should be forced

to carry back the first known use of the word deomeuGros to the

third century before Christ, but not to a provenance other than that

Alexandria where its earliest use is otherwise traceable. Perhaps

if we cannot call it a purely Christian term nor yet, with Dr.

Cremer, an exclusively Hellenistic one, we may venture to think

of it, provisionally at least, as belonging to Alexandrian Greek.

Whether we should also say to late Alexandrian usage will possi-

bly depend on the degree of likelihood we ascribe to its represent-

ing in the text of the [Pseudo ? -
1

Plutarch an actual usage of

Herophilus.

Our interest in determining the reading in the [Pseudo?-]

Plutarch culminates, of course, in its bearing on the meaning of

fteomeuffTos. Prof. Schulze’ s remark]; that no copyist would have

substituted fteomsuaros here for ftsoxepTiTos if linguistic usage had

attached an active sense to the former, is no doubt quite just.

This is admitted, indeed, by Dr. Cremer, who considers that the

scribe to whom the substitution is thought to be due “ had

VeomeufTTus in his mind in the sense of the Yulgate rendering,

divinitus inspirata /

’
’ and only seeks to break the force of this

admission by urging that the constant exegetical tradition which

* In the Hase-Dindorf Stephens, sub-voc. &so-vsu<tto?, the passage, from the

[Pseudo?-] Plutarch is given within square brackets in this form :
[“ Plut. Mor.

p. 904F : rob? dveipou? robs dsoxXovTous].” What is to be made of this new
reading, we do not know. One wonders whether it is a new conjecture or a mis-

print. No earlier reference is given for $s6xXouto$ in the Thesaurus than Chrys-

ostom : “Ita Jobum appellat Jo. Chrystom., Yol. iv, p. 297, Suicer.” Sophocles
cites also Anast. Sinai, for the word : Hexcemeron XII ad fin. (Migne, 1076 D.,

Vol. 89) : 07:10$ touto xaTaj3dXu>v is Tat? <f'u/a?$ Tpa-s^tcrajs ffcuv aftplus as dk

aUTuiv Trjv XXsotzXoutov xaTonzXouTrjaco

.

f So it may be confidently inferred from the summary of what we know of He-

rophilus given in Susemihl’s Geschichte der Griechisch. Literatur in d. Alexandri-

nerzeit, Yol. i, p. 792, or from Marx’s Be Herophili .... vita scriptis atque

in medicina mentis (Gottingen, 1840), p. 38. In both cases Herophilus’ doctrine

of dreams is gathered solely from our excerpts—in the case of Susemihl from

“Aetius” and in the case of Marx primarily from Galen with the support of

Plutarch.

} loc. cit.
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assigned this meaning to flsdnveuaTos, rests on a misunderstanding of

the word and reads into it a sense derived from Alexandrian-

Jewish conceptions of inspiration. This appeal from a fixed later

to an assumed original sense of the word possesses force, no doubt,

only in case that traces of such au assumed original sense can be

adduced
;
and meanwhile the presence of fteomeoGTos as a synonym

of &sb-;p-To$, even in the vocabulary of somewhat late scribes,

must rank as one item in the evidence by which its meaning is

to be ascertained. The whole face of the matter is changed, how-

ever, if dsomeucTos be allowed to be probably or even possibly

genuine in the [Pseudo? -] Plutarch. In that case it could scarcely

be thought to reflect the later Christian conception of inspiration,

imposed on Paul’s term by thinkers affected by Philo’s doctrine

of Scripture, but would stand as an independent bit of evidence

as to the original meaning of the term. The clerical substitution

of Veone/j-xTos for it under the influence of literary associations

would indeed, in this case too, onlv witness to a synonymy in the

mind of the later scribes, who may well be supposed Christians

and sharers in the common conception that Christians read into

i’tso-veuGTo?. But the implications of the passage itself would be

valid testimony to the original import of the term here used.

And it would seem quite clear that the implications of the passage

itself assign to it a passive sense, and that a sense not very

remote from ftednep-KTos. “ Ilerophilus says,” we read, “ that

theopneustic dreams” (‘‘dreams divinely inspired,” Holland;

“ the dreams that are caused by divine instinct,” Goodwin),

“come by necessity; but natural ones” (“natural dreams,”

Holland
;

“ dreams which have their origin from a natural cause,
”

Goodwin), “ from the soul’s imagery of what is fitting to it and

its consequences,” etc.* The contrast here between dreams that

are fteomeuaroi and those that are <puGtxut, the former of which are

imposed on the soul while the latter are its own production, would

seem certainly to imply that {teonveuaros here imports something

* In the common text the passage goes on to tell us of the dreams of mixed na-

ture, i. e., presumably partly divine and partly human in origin. But the idea itself

seems incongruous and the description does not very well fit the category. Diels,

therefore, conjectures -•xEupartxob$ in its place in which case there are three

categoiies in the enumeration: Theopneustic, physical (i. e., the product of the

(J'u/Tj or lower nature), and pneumatic, or the product of the higher nature. The
whole passage in Diels’ recension runs as follows : Aiit. Rlar., p. 416 (Pseudo-

Flut., iv. 2, 3) : ‘HfiutptXo9 raiv dveipoiv robs p.h fteo-£p.-Tou$ xaT d'xayyrryx

yiseoha'., too? 5k pocrixob? dvei5utXoT:uioi>pi'xr
l 'S 4>0%ri<S to aup<plpov abrrj xai

to -dxTios Iffupevov, zobi 5k Goyxpapazixobi [rrvey/iarvxoo? ? Diels, but this is

scarcely the right correction, cf. Susemihl, Gesch. d. Or. Lit., etc. i, 792]

[A too auTopaTou
]
xut sidwXwv TzpoaxTwatv, oTax a fioi>Xdp.e&a fi/.iziupex, dj?

It:) twx ra? ipwpixai opuixTipv £v u~x(p yiveTat.”
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nearly akin to “ God-given,” though naturally with implications of

its own as to the mode of the giving. It might he possible to

read it as designating dreams that are breathed into by God, filled

with His inspiration and thus made the vehicles of His message,

if we otherwise knew that such is the implication of the term:

but nothing so subtle as this is suggested by the language as it

stands, which appears to convey merely the simple notion that

theopneustic dreams differ from all natural ones, whether the latter

belong to the higher or lower elements of our nature, in that they

come from God and are therefore not necessarily agreeable to the

soul’s own image-making faculties or the product of its immanent

desires, but take form and bear a meaning imposed on them from

without.

There are few other instances of the occurrence of the word

which have much chance of lying entirely outside the sphere of

influence of its use in 2 Tim. iii. 16. In the first rank of these

will certainly be placed the two instances in the Fifth Book of the

Sibyllines. The former of these occurs in a description of the city

of Cyme, which is called the “ foolish one,” and described as cast

down by wicked hands, 11 along with her theopneustic streams

(vd/j.a.Gi fteo-KveljoTois )” no longer to shout her boasts into the air but

henceforth to remain “ dead amid the Cvmean streams.”* The
description skillfully brings together ail that we know of Cyme

—

adverts to her former greatness (“ the largest and noblest of all

the yEolian cities,” Strabo tells us,f and with Lesbos, 11 the

metropolis ” of all the rest), her reputation for folly (also adverted

to and quaintly explained by Strabo), her present decadence, and

her situation by running waters (a trait indicated also by her coins

which show that there was a stream near bv called Xanthus).

It has been customary to understand by “ the theopneustic

streams ” mentioned, some streams or fountains in the neighborhood

known for the presumptively oracular powers of their waters.:}:

But there does not seem to have been preserved any notice of the

existence of such oracular waters belonging to Cyme, and it

makes against this assumption that the Cymeans, like the rest of the

* V. 308 sq. The full text, in Ezach’s edition, runs :

Kufirj d’ 7]
pcoprj gux va/iamv ot? UsomebaTois

"Ex -na^d/iaic; aftiwx avdpujv aSixiox xai aftiap.wx

'Pupfreio obx stl tlggux i? aiftipa pl/pa -podaiaer

'Alkd psxsi vsxprj ivi xdpaoi xupaioiGLx.

f Strabo, Rerum Geographicarum, liber xiii, iii, 6, pp. 622, 623 (Amsterdam
ed., 1707, p. 924). A good summary may be read in Smith’s Dictionary of
Greek and Roman Geography, i, 724, 725.

t Alexandre translates “plenis numine lymphis Dr. Terry, “inspired

streams.”
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Ionians and iEolians, were accustomed to resort for their oracles

to the somewhat distant Branchidas, in the south.* It appears

much more likely, then, that the streams adverted to are natural

streams and stand here only as part of the rather full and very

exact description of the town—the reference being primarily to

the Xanthus and to it as an element merely in the excellence

of the situation. In that case “ tlieopneustic, ” here too, would

seem to mean something akin to “ God-given,” or perhaps more

broadly still “ divine,” in the sense of specially excellent and

desirable.

The second Sibylline passage is a portion of a lament over

the destruction of the Temple at Jerusalem, wherein (we are

told) gold,
11 deceiver of the world and souls,” was not wor-

shiped, but men “ adored in sacrifices, with pure and noble heca -

tombs, the great Father-God of all tlieopneustic things. ”+ Here

Alexandre translates, “ Qui caelestis vitam pater omnibus afflat
;”

and Terry, “ The God and mighty maker of all breathing things.”:}:

And they seem supported in their general conception by the fact

that we appear to have before us here only a slightly varied form

of a formula met with elsewhere in the Sibyllines. Thus, as

Rzach points out, we have at iii, 278§ a condemnation of those

who “ neither fear or desire to honor the deathless Father-God of

all men,”
||
and at iii, 60J, essentially the same phrase is repeated.

We seem, in a word, to meet here only with the Sibylline equiva-

lent of the Homeric “ zzazr^p avdpuiv zs l'teuiv re.” Accordingly

ftsu-veuffTiuv would seem to stand here in the stead of dvftpw-wv in

the parallel passages, and merely to designate men, doubtless with a

reminiscence of Gen. ii. 7—or perhaps, more widely, creatures,

with a reminiscence of such a passage as Ps. civ. 80. In either

event it is the creative power of God that is prominently in the

mind of the writer as he writes down the word &eomsuazu>v, which

* So Herodotus observes (i, 157).

t V. 408 sq. In Rzacli’s text the lines run :

Ou yap axrjSiffzat^ aivst &sd'x tr dtpavous yr
t ?

oude zzizpryx izoiiqos <7<><po$ zixzoxx zzapd zouzots,

ou ypurruv xotr/iou dnazr/v (J’uyur; r’

d).Xd giyav yexizrjpa —d'/zwx #soizveuaz<ov

ev byi.pa.ip' dyiaz? y.aXal? tt'ixaTOfijSats.

X In his second edition, Dr. Terry has altered this to “ The Mighty Father, God

of all things God-inspired:” but this scarcely seems an improvement.

\ ou3s <poj3rjftz'i$ afydvaztrx yevszrjpa ftsov Tzdvzajy dvfipuirzuix ouk £&z/.ss zipav.

Rzach compares also Xenophan. Fragm., i, 1, M., ei'? sv z; ftsoTai xa'i

dyftpw-oiGi gtyiazo?.

||
Terry, Ed. 2: ‘‘the immortal Father, God of all mankind.
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is to him obviously the proper term for
‘

‘ creatures
’

’ in correlation

with the ysvirrj? fteos.

Bv the side of these Sibylline passages it is perhaps natural to

place the line from the Pseudo-Phokylides, which marks the cul-

mination of his praise of “ speech ” as the greatest gift of God—

a

weapon, he says, sharper than steel and more to be desired than

the swiftness of birds, or the speed of horses, or the strength of

lions, or the horns of bulls or the stings of bees—“ for best [of

all] is the speech of theopneustic wisdom,” so that the wise man
is better than the strong one, and it is wisdom that rules alike in

the field, the city and the sea. It is certainly simplest to under-

stand “ theopneustic wisdom ” here shortly as “ God-given wis-

dom.” Undoubtedly it is itself the inspirer of the speech that

manifests it, and we might manage to interpret the fteomeuaToo as

so designating it
—“ God-inspiring, God-breathing wisdom.” But

this can scarcely be considered natural
;
and it equally undoubtedly

lies more closely at hand to interpret it as designating the source

of the wisdom itself as lying in God. AVisdom is conceived as

theopneustic, in a word, because wisdom itself is thought of as

coming from God, as being the product of the divine activity

—

here designated, as so frequently in the Old Testament, as operat-

ing as a breathing.

A passage that has come to light since Dr. Cremer’s investiga-

tion for this word-study was made, is of not dissimilar implication.

It is found in the recently published Testament of Abraham,* a

piece which in its original form, its editor, Prof. James, assigns to

a second-century Egyptian Jewish-Christian, though it has suffered

much medkevalization in the ninth or tenth century. It runs as fol-

lows : “And Michael the archangel came immediately with a mul-

titude of angels, and they took his precious soul (r^v npiav aurolj

cpo'/rjv) in their hands in a God-woven cloth ( atvdovi fteoti<pavT<p
) ;

and

they prepared (ixyjdeuijav) the body of righteous Abraham unto the

third day of his death with theopneustic ointments and herbs

(jwpiaimat. Seo-vsuffzoi? xat aptupamv)^ and they buried Him in the

land of promise.” Here fteonveovTos can hardly mean “ God-

breathing,” and “ God-imbued ” is not much better
;
and though

we might be tempted to make it mean “divinely sweet” (a kind of

derivative sense of “ God-redolent ointment
;

” for miw means also

“ to smell,” “ to breathe of a thing ”), it is doubtless better to take

it simply, as the parallel with deuoyavTuj suggests, as importing

something not far from “ God-given.” The cloth in which the

soul was carried up to God and the unguents with which the body

was prepared for burial were alike from God—were “ God-pro-

* Recension A, chap, xx, p. 103, ed. James.
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vided
;

” tlie words to designate this being chosen in each case

with nice reference to their specific application, but covering to their

writer little more specific meaning tlian the simple adjective

“ divine ” would have done.

It is surely in this same category also that we are to place the

verse of Nonnus which Dr. Cremer adduces as showing distinctly

that the word deo-zveuaro? “ is not to be taken as equivalent to

inspiratus
,
inspired by God, but as rather meaning filled with

God’s spirit and therefore radiating it.” Nonnus is paraphrasing

John i. 27 and makes the Baptist say : “And he that cometli after

me stands to-day in your midst, the tip of whose foot I am not

worthy to approach with human hand though only to loose the

thongs of the theopneustic sandal.”* Here surely the meaning

is not directly that our Lord’s sandal “ radiated divinity,” though

certainly that may be one of the implications of the epithet, but

more simply that it partook of the divinity of the divine Person

whose property it was and in contact with whom it had been.

All about Christ was divine. We should not go far wrong, there-

fore, if we interpreted deoxveuaros here simply as “ divine.” IV hat

is “divine” is no doubt “ redolent of Divinity,” but it is so

called not because of what it does, but because of what it is, and

Nonnus’ mind when he called the sandal theopneustic was occu-

pied rather with the divine influence that made the sandal what it

was, viz., something more than a mere sandal, because it had

touched those divine feet, than with any influence which the san-

dal was now calculated to exert. The later line which Dr. Cremer

asks us to compare is not well calculated to modify this decision.

In it John i. 33 is being paraphrased and the Baptist is contrast-

ing his mission with that of Christ who was to baptize with fire

and the Holy Spirit L zup'c fianri^wv xa\ msupan'). He, John, was

sent, on the contrary, he says, to baptize the body of already

regenerate men, and to do it in lavers that are destitute of both

fire and the spirit—tireless and spiritless (a-upotat xal dzvsOarocac

/or/3oi?).f It may indeed be possible to interpret, “ unburning and

unspiritualizing;” but this does not seem the exact shade of

thought the words are meant to express
;
though in any case the

bearing of the phrase on the meaning of ^edmeuaros in the former

line is of the slightest.

* Xonui Panopolitani Paraphrasis in Joannem (i. 27), in Migue, xliii, 753 :

Ka't dziarspos darts ixavst

1'rjpepov uptiiov piao? iararac, ou zoSds ducpou,

'Avdpopiyv icakaprp> obx a$cos scpc zeXaaaas,

Auaat pouvox Ipavra ftsozvsbaroco zsStXou.

f Op. cit., p. 756.
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Of the passages cited by Dr. Cremer there remain only the two

he derives from Wetstein, in which fteomeuaTos appears as an epithet

of certain men. To these should be added an inscription found at

Bostra, in which a certain ecclesiastic is designated an apyispebs

{lebmeuiTTos.* '

Dr. Cremer himself thinks it clear that in such

passages we have a passive sense, but interprets it as divinely

spirited
,

“ endured with the divine spirit, ” rather than as “ divinely

inspired,”—in accordance with a distinction drawn by Ewald. Cer-

tainly it is difficult to understand the word in this connection as

expressing simple origination by God
;

it was something more

than the mere fact that God made them that was intended to be

affirmed by calling Marcus and Antipater theopneustic men. ISTor

does it seem very natural to suppose that the intention was to

designate them as precisely what we ordinarily mean by God-

inspired men. It lies very near to suppose, therefore, that what

it was intended to say about them, is that they were God-per-

vaded men, men in whom God dwelt in an especial manner; and this

supposition may be thought to be supported by the parallel, in the

passage from the Vita Sabse
,
with ypicToipopo<s. Of whom this “ car-

avan of all theopneustics, of all his Christophers,” was composed,

we have no means of determining, as Cotelerius’ Monumenta , from

which Wetstein quoted the passage, is not accessible to us as we
write. But the general sense of the word does not seem to be doubtful.

Ignatius, (ad Ephes. ix.) tells us that all Christians constitute such a

caravan, of 11 God-bearers and shrine-bearers, Clirist-bearers,

holy-thing-bearers, completely clothed in the commandments of

Christ
;

” and Zahn rightly comments that thus the Christians

appear as the real “ evfteot or h&ou<nd£ovTes, since they carry Christ

and God in themselves.” Particularly distinguished Christians

might therefore very properly be conceived in a supereminent

sense as filled with God and bearers of Christ
;
and this might

very appropriately be expressed by the double attribution of

deoTivEurrTos and yptffTo^opo?. Only it would seem to be necessary to

understand that thus a secondary and derived sense would be

attributed to ftsomeuffTo?, about which there should still cling a

flavor of the idea of origination. The deomeuffTos dxvjp is God-filled

* It is given in Kaibel’s Epigrammata Grceca, p. 477. Waddington supposes the

person meant to be a certain Archbishop of Bostra, of date 457-474, an opponent

of Origenism, who is commemorated in the Greek Church on June 13. The
inscription runs as follows :

ddfbj?] d/)#ord[v]oo rap.irj? xat u~ep/iayo<; ioMos,

dpytspsb? d-so-vsuffro? ^dscpazo xdXXo<; aperpov

GvTt-arp](;[ 9]
xXuTopyjTC? d£d-Xo<pupou<$ p.er dydixa<;

)

I(u(jf^a.G<jj'j p,eydXwg fteop.rjTopa Ttap&ivov dyxrjv

Mapiav 7coXbupxov, dxrjpaTov dyXaodwpov.
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by the act of God Himself, that is to say, he is a God-endowed
man, one made what he is by God’s own efficiency. No doubt in

usage the sense might suffer still more attrition and come to sug-

gest little more than “ divine ”—which is the epithet given to

Marcus of Scetis* by Nicephorus Callistus, (H. E., xi, 35 )—6 &Ao?

Mapxu?—that is to say “ Saint Mark,” of which 6 Asomsuam? Mdpxo? is

doubtless a very good synonym. The conception conveyed by
fcomeuffro? in this usage is thus something very distinct from that

expressed by the Vulgate rendering, a Deo inspiratus
,
when taken

strictly
;
that would seem to require, as Ewald suggests, some such

form as fteip-veuaro? ;
the theopneustic man is not the man “breathed

into by God." But it is equally distinct from that expressed by
the phrase, “ pervaded by God,” used as an expression of the

character of the man so described, without implication of the

origin of this characteristic. What it would seem specifically to in-

dicate is that he has been framed by God into something other than

what he would have been without the divine action. The Chris-

tian as such is as much God-made as the man as such
;

and the

distinguished Christian as such as much as the Christian at large

:

and the use of ^edmsoaro? to describe the one or the other would

appear to rest ultimately on this conception. He is, in what he

has become, the product of the divine energy—of the divine breath.

We cannot think it speaking too strongly, therefore, to say that

there is discoverable in none of these passages the slightest trace of

an active sense of ftsomsuaro?, by which it should express the idea,

for example, of “ breathing the divine spirit,” or even such a q uasi -

active idea as that of “ redolent of God.” Everywhere the word

appears as purely passive and expresses production by God. And
if we proceed from these passages to those much more numerous

ones, in which it is, as in 2 Tim. iii. 16, an epithet or predicate of

Scripture, and where therefore its signification may have been

affected by the way in vvhich Christian antiquity understood that

passage, the impression of the passive sense of the word grows of

course ever stronger. Though these passages may not be placed

in the first rank of material for the determination of the meaning

of 2 Tim. iii. 16, by which they may have themselves been

affected
;

it is manifestly improper to exclude them from consid-

eration altogether. Even as part bearers of the exegetical tradi-

tion they are worthy of adduction: and it is scarcely conceivable

* Wetstein cites the expression as applied (where, he does not say) to “ Marcus

/Egyptus, ” by which he means, we suppose, Marcus of Scetis, mentioned by

Sozomen, H. E., vi, 29, and Nicephorus Callistus, H. E., xi, 35. Dr. Cremer trans-

mutes the designation into Marcus Eremita, who is mentioned by Nicephorus

Callistus, H. E., xiv, 30, 54, and -whose writings are collected in Migne, lxv, 905 sq.

The two are often identified, hut are separately entered in Smith and Wace.
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that the term should have been entirely voided of its current

sense, had it a different current sense, by the influence of a

single employment of it by Paul—especially if we are to believe

that its natural meaning as used by him differed from that

assigned it by subsequent writers. The patristic use of the term

in connection with Scripture has therefore its own weight, as evi-

dence to the natural employment of the term by Greek-speaking

Christian writers.

This use of it does not seem to occur in the very earliest patris-

tic literature: but from the time of Clement of Alexandria

the term tie6-veu<TTo$ appears as one of the most common techni-

cal designations of Scripture. The following scattered instances,

gathered at random, will serve to illustrate this use of it suffi-

ciently for our purpose. Clement of Alexandria : Strom., vii, 16,

§ 101 (Klotz, iii, 286
;

Potter, 894), “Accordingly those fall from

their eminence who follow not God whither He leads
;
and He

leads us in the inspired Scriptures (zard r«? fteomeu<TTou$ ypa<pd?);”

Strom., vii, 16, § 106 (Klotz, iii, 287
;

Potter, 896), “ But they

crave glory, as many as willfully sophisticate the things wedded

to inspired words (to?? fteonveuffrois Aopn?) handed down by the

blessed apostles and teachers, by diverse arguments, opposing

human teaching to the divine tradition for the sake of establish-

ing the heresy;” Protrept. 9, § 87 (Klotz., i, 73, 74; Potter 71),

“This teaching the apostle knows as truly divine (tfec'av) :

‘ Thou, 0 Timothy,’ he says, ‘ from a child hast known the holy

letters which are able to make thee wise unto salvation, through

faith that is in Jesus Christ
;

’ for truly holy are those letters that

sanctify and deify
;
and the writings or volumes that consist of

these holy letters or syllables, the same apostle consequently calls

‘ inspired by God, seeing that they are profitable for doctrine,’ etc.”

Okigen : De Principiis, iv, 8 (cf. also title to Book iv), “ Having

thus spoken briefly on the subject of the Divine inspiration of

the Holy Scriptures ( jzep'i too fteovtveuffToi) eivcu t«? &eia$ ypatpa ;”

Migne, (11, 1276), “ The Jews and Christians agree as to the

inspiration of the Holy Scripture (ypa<p^$ zr^v d-suTzveuariav'), but

differ as to its interpretation;’’ (14, 184), “Therefore the in-

spired books (id iteu-veua-ra /?(/JAia) are twenty-two; ” (14, 1309),

“The inspired Scripture;” (13, 664-5), “For we must seek

the nourishment of the whole inspired Scripture (r.d<rr)$ zfj?

ftedmeuGToi) ypatpvj?')
;

Horn. xx. in Joshuam., 2 (Robinson’s Oriyeris

Philocalia, p. 63), “ Let us not then be stupefied by listening to

Scriptures which we do not understand, but let it be to us accord-

ing to our faith by which we believe that 1 every Scripture, seeing

that it is inspired (»9£07rvsy<xTo?), is profitable : for you must needs
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admit one of two tilings regarding these Scriptures, either that

they are not inspired (ftsomeuoroi) because they are not profitable,

as the unbeliever takes it, or, as a believer, you must admit that

since they are inspired (ftEowsoaroi) they are profitable;” Selecta

in Psalmos
,

Ps. i, 3 (Migne XII, ii, 1080
;
De la Hue, 527),

“ Being about to begin the interpretation of the Psalms, we prefix

a very excellent tradition handed down by the Hebrew* to us gen-

erally concerning the whole divine Scripture (xaOohxd -so) -d<nj?

>feiai Ypayrjs

)

;
for he affirmed that the whole inspired Scripture

(r^v dXrjv fteoTtveuaTM ypatprjx') But if
1 the words of the Lord

are pure words, fined silver, tried as the earth, purified seven

times ’ (Ps. ii. 7) and the Holy Spirit has with all care dictated

them accurately through the ministers of the word (pera. -dar^

d/.pi{jeta<z i^Ta<rpsow<; to aytoo —osbpa L-o&ipi.ryxeo aura did two u-ypsTwo too

/.dyou), let the proportion never escape us, according to which the wis-

dom of God is first with respect to the whole theopneustic Scripture

unto the last letter ( xaF iyo £-) r.daao etpbaas ypa<pijv 1
5
nocia too bsob

deoiiveuffTou p.rp/po too tovovtos ypdppaTov); and haply it was on this

account that the Saviour said, ‘ One iota or one letter shall not

pass from the law till all be fulfilled :
’ and it is just so that the

divine art in the creation of the world, not only appeared in the

heaven and sun and moon and stars, interpenetrating their whole

bodies, but also on earth did the same in paltry matter, so that not

even the bodies of the least animals are disdained by the artificer.

... . So we understand concerning all the things written by the

inspiration Of kmmoiai) of the Holy Spirit . . . .
” Athana-

sius (Migne, 2 < ,
21-i): -ana ypatpr. Tjpwo two ypKTTiaowo fi-soxosuffTO?

£(ttco (Migne, 25, 152) : fteuKoeunros xalstrai
;

(Bened. Par., 1777.

i, 767) :
“ Saying also myself, ‘ Since many have taken in hand to

set forth to themselves the so-called apocrypha and to sing them

with rrj i‘lso-oeu(JTw ypatfrt .... CYRILLUS HlER., Catechet ., iv,

33 :
“ This is taught us by a? fteo-osunrot ypa<pa\ of both the Old

and New Covenant.” Basil, On the Spirit, xxi (ad fin.):

“ How can he who calls Scripture 1 God-inspired ’ because it

was written through the inspiration of the Spirit (6 ftsd-osunzoo

Tryo ypatpryo ooapa^wo, did l-’.-ooia. ^ too dyiou -oeupaTOS auyypaaslnao),

use the language of one who insults and belittles Him ?” Letters.

-

xvii, 3 : “All bread is nutritious, but it may be injurious to the

sick
;
just so, all Scripture is God-inspired (Tzdna ypa<pr

t
ftsd-osunrog)

and profitable;” (Migne, xxx, 81): “ The words of God-inspired

Scripture (o! t9;? fteomebazou ypa<pf,<i /.dyoc )
shall stand on the tribuue

of Christ;” (Migne, 31, 744): “ For every word or deed must

* That is doubtless the Jewish teacher to whom he elsewhere refers, as, c. g , De
Principiis, iv, 20 ( Ante-Nicene Library, X. Y. ed., iv, 375), where the same

general subject is discussed.
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be believed by the witness of the ileoizveuozov ypa<pq j, for the assur-

ance of the good and the shame of the wicked;” (Migne, 31, 1080):

“Apart from the witness of the Psu-vutrziuy ypa<pu>y it is not possible,

etc.;” (Migne, 31, 1500): “From what sort of Scripture are we
to dispute at this time ? Ildxza upozipa, za'i izavza meupazud- ~dvza

ftsomeufTra, xai zzdvza dupihpa
;
” (Migne, 31, 1536): “On the

interpretation and remarking of the names and terms rjj? ^o^sixyrou

ypatpq?
;

’

’ (Migne, 32, 228): psyiazf] 8k 68o<s ~po9 zqv rob xaftyxovzo?

sbpsirix xai vjp.eXizrj zu>x fi-eoxveuaziDv ypa<puiv. GREGORY NaZ. (Migne, 35,

501) : nsp) rob ftsomeuGzou zwv ayiiuv ypa<pwv
;
(Migne. 36, 172, cf. 37,

589), TrfjOi zwv yrjtrtcm piftXiujv zq? d-eomevrjzou ypatprfi
;
(Migne, 36, 1589),

zol? fteonvspazois ypa<pal?. GREGORY NYSSEN, Ayainst Eunom, vii, 1 :

“ What we understand of the matter is as follows :
'// Ae6Ttvso<rzos

YPa(Pi, as the divine apostle calls it, is the Scripture of the Holv

Spirit and its intention is the profit of men; ” (Migne, 11, 68 ),

[idyrjs Z7js VeoTtveutrzuu dtadrj/.rjs. CYRILLUS ALEX. (Migne, 68, 225),

-nXopspd)^ xa\ -(>Xuzpu7Z(o$ q fl-somsuGzou ypaipq zq? did ypiazob Gutzqpia?

Tzpoavatpiovei zob$ zuizous. Neilos Abbas (Migne, 79, 111, cf. 529):

ypfupq q $s6i:vsu<tzo<s obdiv X iysi dzatpax? xzX. ThEODORET OF CYERHUS
(H. E., i, 6

;
Migne, iii, 920). John of Damascus (Migne 85,

1011
), etc.

If, then, we are to make an induction from the use of the word,

we shall find it bearing a uniformly passive significance, rooted

in the idea of the creative breath of God. All that is, is God-

breathed (Sibyll. v, 106) ;
and accordingly the rivers that water the

Gymean plain are God-breathed (Sibyll. v, 308), the spices God
provides for the dead body of His friend (Testament of Abraham,

A.- xx), and above all the wisdom He implants in the heart of

man (Ps.-Phocyl. 121), the dreams He sends with a message from

Him (Ps.-Plut., v, 2, 3) and the Scriptures He gives His people (2

Tim. iii. 16). By an extension of meaning by no means

extreme, those whom He has greatly honored as His followers,

whom He has created into nis saints, are called God- breathed

men
(
Vila Aabae 16. Inscription in Kaibel)

;
and even the

sandals that have touched the feet of the Son of God are called

Gud-breathed sandals (Nonnus), i. e., sandals that have been

made by this divine contact something other than what they were :

in both these cases, the word approaching more or less the

broader meaning of “ divine.” Nowhere is there a trace of such

an active significance as “ God- breathing
;

” and though in the

application of the word to individual men and to our Lord’s sandals

there may be an approach to the sense of “God-imbued,” this

sense is attained by a pathway of development from the simple

idea of God-given, God-determined, and the like.
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It is carefully to be observed, of course, that, although Dr.

Cremer wishes to reach an active signification for the word in

2 Tim. iii. 16, he does not venture to assign an active sense to it

immediately and directly, but approaches this goal through the

medium of another signification. It is fully recognized by him

that the word is originally passive in its meaning
;

it is merely

contended that this original passive sense is not “ God-inspired,
”

but rather “ God-filled ”—a sense which, it is pleaded, will readily

pass into the active sense of “ God-breathing,” after the analogy

of such words as a^sutrro?, euxveuaTos^ which from “ ill- or well-

breathed ” came to mean “ breathing ill or well.” What is filled

with God will certainly be redolent of God, and what is redolent

of God will certainly breathe out God. His reasons for pre-

ferring the sense of “ gifted or filled with God’s Spirit, divinely

spirited,” to
“ God-inspired” for the original passive connotation

of the word are drawn especially from what he thinks the unsuita-

blencss of the latter idea to some of the connections in which the

word is found. It is thought that, as an epithet of an individual man.

as an epithet of Scripture or a fountain, and (in the later editions of

the Lexicon at least) especially, as an epithet of a sandal, “ God-

inspired ” is incongruous, and something like “ filled with God’s

Spirit and therefore radiating it ” is suggested. There is obvi-

ously some confusion here arising from the very natural contem-

plation of the Yulgate translation “ a Deo inspiratus ” as the

alternative rendering to what is proposed. There is, we may well

admit, nothing in the word dsomeunTos to warrant the in- of the

Yulgate rendering : this word speaks not of an “ inspiration” by

God, but of a “ spiration ” by God. The alternatives brought

before us by Dr. Grenier’s presentation are not to be confined, there-

fore, to the two, “ Divinely spirited” and “ Divinely inspired,

”

but must be made to include the three,
“ Divinely spirited,”

“ Divinely inspired,” and “ Divinely spired.” The failure of

Dr. Cremer to note this introduces, as we say, some confusion into

his statement. We need only thus incidentally refer to it at this

point, however. It is of more immediate importance to observe

that what we are naturally led to by Dr. Grenier's remarks, is to an

investigation of the natural meaning of the word deoxveuffros under

the laws of word-formation. In these remarks he is leaning

rather heavily on the discussion of Ewald to which he refers us,

and it will conduce to a better understanding of the matter if we

will follow his directions and turn to our Ewald.

Ewald, like Dr. Cremer, is dissatisfied with the current explana-

tion of dsoitveuffzos and seeks to obtain for it an active sense, but

is as little inclined as Dr. Cremer to assign an active sense
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directly to it. He rather criticises Winer,* for using language

when speaking of dsu-xsoazo? which would seem to imply that

such compounds could really he active—as if “it were to be

taken as a passive, although such words as eumsuazos, anvsuazo? are

used actively. ” He cannot admit that any compound of a word

like -TtvsuffTo? can be really active in primary meaning, and

explains that ezjmeuazo? means not so much “ breathing good,

i. e., propelling something good by the breath, as “ endowed

with good breath, ” and expresses, therefore, just like ameuazo$,

“ breathless,’’ i. e., “ dead,” a subjective condition, and

is therefore to be compared with a half-passive verb, as

indeed the word-form suggests. Just so, dsomeuazos, he says, is not

so much our “ God- breathing ” as our “ full of God’s Spirit,”

“ permeated and animated by God’s Spirit.” Thus, he supposes

&EOTiveuiTTo$ to mean “ blown through by God” (
Gottdurchwehet.

,

“ God-pervaded ”), rather than “ blown into by God ” ( Oottein -

yewehet, “ God-inspired”) as the Vulgate
(
inspiralus

)
and Luther

(eingegeben) render it—an idea which, as he rightly says, would

have required something like #e£/z7n/eo<r™?j- (or we may say

&ssiamsuazo^ to express it.

* Jahrb. f. bibl. Wissenschaft , vii, 114.

f In a note on p. 89, Ewald adds as to dsip.7!veuazo? that it is certainly true that

such compounds are not common, and that this particular one does not occur: but

that they are possible is shown by the occurrence of such examples as dsoabvaxzoi,

tteoxazaaxluaazos, in which the preposition occurs: and demlaute nach, the forma-

tion is like deijlazos. There seems to be no reason, we may add, why, if it were

needed, we should not have had a ^sipnxeoazo? by the side of ds6msoazo<;, just

as by the side of meu/iaroipopo9 we have nveup.az£p.<popws
(Etymologicum Mag-

num, 677, 28; John of Damascus, in Migne, in, 837c.:
7Has npixprjzuix nveu-

pazip.(popuv azup.a).

J For not even beep-viuj would properly signify “breathe into” but rather

“breathe in,” “inhale.” It is by a somewhat illogical extension of meaning
that the verb and its derivatives (spnxsoai9 ,

sp-voca') are used in the theological

sense of “inspiration,” in which sense they do not occur, however, either in

the LXX. or the New Testament. In the LXX. spmeuaci means a “blast,” a

“blowing” fPs. xvii. (xviii.) 15; cf. the participle kpmiwv, Acts ix. 1) ;
spnxw?,

“ living,” “breathing” (2 Macc. vii. 5, xiv. 45) ;
and the participle ~ax ipmiov,

“every living, breathing thing” (Deut. xx. 16
;
Josh. x. 28, 30, 35, 37, 39, 40

;

xi. 14; Wisd. xv. 11). 'Eianxim is properly used by the classics in the sense of

“ breathing into,” “ inspiring :” it is not found in itself or derivatives in LXX. or

the New Testament—though it occurs in Aq. at Ex. i. 5. How easily and in

what a full sense, however, ly.nvlu> is used by ecclesiastical writers for “inspire ”

may be noted from such examples as Ign. ad Mag., 8 :
“ For the divine

(#c luzo-zoL) prophets lived after Christ; for this cause also they were persecuted,

being inspired by His grace (Ipxsopsvin und zrj9 ydpizo9 auzou) for the full per-

suasion of those th it are disobedient.” Theoph. of Antioch, ad. Autol., ii. 9:
“ But the men of God, Kxeop.aztnpopot of the Holy Ghost, and becoming prophets

bn' auzuu zub freob. zpnvsoadivzs? xa\ ao<piads.vze<z, became deodidaxzoc

and holy and righteous.” The most natural term for “inspired ” in classic Greek
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At first he seems to have thought that by this explanation

he had removed all implication as to the origination of

Scripture from the epithet : it expresses, hesaid,** what Scripture

is—viz., pervaded by God, full of His Spirit—without the least

hint as to how it got to be so. He afterwards came to see this

was going too far, and contented himself with saving that though

certainly implicating a doctrine of the origin of the Scriptures,

the term throws the emphasis on its quality.f He now, therefore,

expressed himself thus: “ It is certainly undeniable that the new
expression ftsomsuaros, 2 Tim. iii. 16, is intended to say verv much
what Philo meant, but did not yet know how to express sharply

bv means of such a compressed and strong term. For ftsoKveuaTtxi

(like su-vsugtos, accurately, ‘ well-breathed ’) must mean ‘ God-

breathed ' or ‘ God- animated ’ (Gottbeathmet, or Gottbegeistert),

and, in accordance with the genius of the compressed, clear Greek

compounds, this includes in itself the implication that the words

are spoken by the Spirit of God
,
or bv those who are inspired by

God,”—a thing which, he adds, is repeatedly asserted in Scripture

to have been the case, as, for example, in 2 Pet. i. 21. On an-

other occasion,;}: he substantially repeats this, objecting to the trans-

lations inspiratus
,
einyeyeben

,
as introducing an idea not lying in

the word and liable to mislead, affirming a general but not perfect

accord of the idea involved in it with Philo’s conception of Scrip-

ture, and insisting on the incomplete parallelism between the term

and our dogmatic idea of “ inspiration.” “ This term,” he says,

“ no doubt expresses only what is everywhere presupposed by

Philo as to Scripture and repeatedly said by him in other

words
;

still his usage is not yet so far developed
;

and it is

accordant with this that in the New Testament, also, it is only in

one of the latest books that the word is thus used. This author

was possibly the first who so applied it.” Again, &zOTT'ScUfTTU?
“ means, purely passively, God-spirited

(
Gottbeyeistet), or full of

God’s Spirit, not at all, when taken strictly, what we call dis-

criminatingly God-inspired ( Gottbeyeistert

)

or filled with God’s

inspiration
(
Beyeisteruny

),
but in itself only, in a quite general

sense, God-breathed, God-inspired
(
Gottbeathmet

,
Gottbeyeistert

),

or filled with the divine spirit. In itself, therefore, it permits the

most divers applications and we must appeal purely to the context

in each instance in order to obtain its exact meaning.”

one would be apt to think, would be Atfso? (IV>oos')> with to At?eov for

“inspiration;” and after it, participial or other derivatives of Ivdouaid^ui

:

but both slnmlut and ifimitu were used for the “ inspiration ” that consisted of

“ breathing into ” even in profane Greek.

* p. 88. f Geschichte des V. I., vi, 245, note,

t Jahr.f. bibl. Wissenscfiaft, ix, 91.
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Here we have in full what Dr. Cremer says so much more briefly

in his articles. In order to orient ourselves with reference to it, we

shall need to consider in turn the two points that are emphasized.

These are, first, the passive form and sense of the word
;

and,

secondly, the particular passive sense attributed to it, to wit

:

Gottbegeistet rather than Gottbegeistert
,

“ endowed with God’s

Spirit,” rather than “ inspired by God.”

On the former point there would seem to be little room for

difference of opinion. A-Ve still read in Schmiedel’s Winer:
“ Verbals in -to? correspond sometimes to Latin participles in - tus

,

sometimes to adjectives in -bills;" and then in a note (despite

Ewald’s long-ago protest), after the adduction of authorities,

“ dsomsuffTos, inspiratus (2 Tim. iii. 16; passive like egmeuffros,

while euTtvsuffros, awsusTo ? are active).”* To vhese Thayer-Grimm

adds also xuplmeutTTos and Su<r8idmeu(TT(>^ as used actively and duirdva--

veu<TTos as used apparently either actively or passively. Ewald,

however, has already taught us to look beneath the “ active ” usage

of euweu(tto<z and a7tvEu<TT<>$ for the “ half-passive ” background, and

it may equally be found in the other cases
;

in each instance

it is a state or condition at least, that is described by the word,

and it is often only a matter of point of view whether we catch

the passive conception or not. For example, we shall look upon

duffStanvEUffTO's as active or passive according as we think of the

object it describes as a “ slowly evaporating” or a “ slowly evap-

orated ” object—that is, as an object that only slowly evaporates,

or as an object that can be only with difficulty evaporated. We
may prefer the former expression

;

the Greeks preferred the latter :

that is all. We fully accord with Prof. Schultze, therefore, when
he says that all words compounded with -meu<TTo$ have the passive

sense as their original implication, and the active sense, when it

occurs, is always a derived one. On this showing it cannot be

contended, of course, that dEomEuaros may not have, like some of

its relatives, developed an active or quasi-active meaning,

but a passive sense is certainly implied as its original one, and

a certain presumption is thus raised for the originality of the

passive sense which is found to attach to it in its most ordinary

usage.

f

* Sec. 16, 2, p. 135. Cf. Thayer’s Winer, p. 96 ;
Moulton’s, p. 120. Also

Thayer’s Buttmann, p. 190. The best literature of the subject will be found

adduced by Winer.

t Compounds of --veui>to<; do not appear to be very common. Liddell and

Scott (ed. 6 ) do not record either dva- or did- or kru- or even so-
;
though the

cognates are recorded, and further compounds presupposing them. The rare word
EunvEuffTO 9 might equally well express “breathing-well” quasi-actively, or

“well-aired ” passively
;
just as a-vEocrros is actually used in the two senses of
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This conclusion finds confirmation in a consideration which

has its bearing on the second point also—the consideration that

compounds of verbals in -to? with >9eo? normally express an effect

produced by God’s activity. This is briefly adverted to by Prof

Schulze, who urges that “ the closely related deoSidaxzo?, and many,

or rather most, of the compounds of #so- in the Fathers, bear the

passive sense,” adducing in illustration : fteopiaazos, feofioulrjTos,

&eoyiyi]To$
>

fisdypa-zos, ftsddprjzo?, ftsdoozos, fteodaipTjzos, deoftpexTos,

deoxtvrjzos, i9coz/jjto?, iVeotoi'jjto?, \^£o<poprjzo<s, ftedypyGzns, Sedypiazo?.

The statement may be much broadened and made to cover the

whole body of such compounds occurring in Greek literature.

Let any one run his eye down the list of compounds of fled? with

verbals in -to? as the}7 occur on the pages of any Greek Lexicon
,

and he will be quickly convinced that the notion normally ex-

pressed is that of a result produced by God. The sixth edition of

Liddell and Scott happens to be the one lying at hand as we

write
;
and in it vre find entered (if we have counted aright), some

eighty-six compounds of this type, of which, at least, seventy-five

bear quite simply the sense of a result produced by God. We
adjoin the list : »5hrjAazos, fleofidffzaxTos, i9£o

(
SAoffTo?, >9£o/5ou9.ijto?,

•9£o/3yoa/3£oro?, fteoyivqTos, deoyywGTOS, deSypanzos, ftsodlxzos, #£o-

didaxTOf, fteddprjzos, fteoddprjzos, >9£o<5oto?, i9£odrdoijTo?, i9soi9£to?,

tieoxazapazos, >9eoxazaGxeuaazos, t9eoxiXeuffros, >9srizt'wjro?, i9ed;c9.i}ro?,

I'teoxp.TjTiH;, flEUKpaxrtx?, fieditpizos, fteuxrrjTOS, d’Soxzinzos. deoxzizus,

fleoxuj3ipv7]Tos, I)eoxup(uzoi
y

?9euXsxzo?, )9soXtjtzzos, tieopaxdpiGzos, i9eo-

pt&vjzos, fteopuffzos, >9sd-acazuf, deonapadozos, deoitapaxzos
,

fled-ep-zo?,

deo-ipazn^, dedz/.ryxzo^, Sled-louzos, #eo7roir/Zo<z, ' dsoxdwjzoi;, dsoTZpdrrdtxzos,

>9ed-zuiTzu?, ftei'ipyrjZix;, ftedpprjzos, ftlopzos, ftedaSozos, >9edtrzpe-zos,

>9eoffzxjpcxzois, ftsorrzuyrjzos, i9eo<n9IAczro?, fteo<Tup.(puzi><;, fteoaijyaxzos,

ftedauzos, ftzoGtppdyiazos, >9eo<7<o<jTo?, fteozlpazos, d-eozeuxzog, {Xeoziprjzos,

iR6zp£~zo$, >9sozdzujzuf, Osou-oGzazos, t
choud’avzo$, fte6g>avzo$

}
ftsdwfttyxzos,

ftsmpilrjzos, ftsdtpuizos, IXsotpdprjzos, ftsixppoupyjzos, ftsotpb/.axzo'i, fts.ayd/.<j)zn$
)

{feuypr/Gzo?, fteo-ypiazos. The eleven instances that remain, as in

some sort exceptions to the general rule, include cases of different

kinds. In some of them the verbal is derived from a deponent

verb and is therefore passive only in form, but, naturally bears an

active sense : such are dsodijlyzos (God-injuring), &eoptpT]zo$ (God-

imitating), >9sdrrs-zzoi (feared as God). Others may possibly be really

passives, although we prefer an active form in English to express

“breathless” and “unventilated:” and a similar double sense belongs to

duadvaTTvevGzos. *Ep~v£uazo<s does not seem to occur in a higher sense
;
its

only recorded usage is illustrated by Atlianaens, iv, 174, where it is connected with

opyava in the sense of wind-instruments : its cognates are used of “ inspiration.”

Only Tzupiizveuazvos = xopt-xous = “fire-breathing” is distinctively active in

usage: cf. dvdnveuazos, poetic for avxveuazos = “breathless.”
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the idea involved: such are, perhaps, tfeuxforo? (“God-heard,”

where we should rather say, “ calling on the gods”), &£ox6XXy]t<>?

(“ God-joined,” where we should rather say, “ united with God ”),

d-eoTtpeitTos (“God-distinguished,” where we should rather say,

“meet for a god”). There remain only these five: tfs-ai-njro?

(“obtained from God”), tfeofloro? (“offered to the gods”),

Veoppd>TTos and the more usual tieopporos (“flowing from the

gods”), and Seo^wprjro? (‘‘containing God”). In these the

relation of to the verbal idea is clearly not that of

producing cause to the expressed result, but some other
:
perhaps

what we need to recognize is that the verbal here involves a

relation which we ordinarily express by a preposition, and that the

sense would be suggested by some such phrases as “ God-asked-of,”

“ God-offered- to,” “ God-flowed-from ,” “ God-made-room -for.”

In any event, these few exceptional cases cannot avail to set aside

the normal sense of this compound, as exhibited in the immense

majority of the cases of its occurrence. If analogy is to count for

anything, its whole weight is thrown thus in favor of the inter-

pretation which sees in Sedmeuffros, quite simply, the sense of

“God-breathed,” i. e.. produced bv God’s creative breath.

If we ask, then, what account is to be given of Ewald’s and,

after him, Prof. Cremer’s wish, to take it in the specific sense of

“ God-spirited,” that is, “ imbued with the Spirit of God,” we
may easily feel ourselves somewhat puzzled to return a satisfactory

answer. We should doubtless not go far wrong in saying, as

already suggested, that their action is proximately due to their uot

having brought all the alternatives fairly before them. They seem

to have worked, as we have said, on the hypothesis that the only

choice lay between the Vulgate renderiug, “ God-inspired,” and

their own “ God-imbued.” Ewald, as we have seen, argues (and

as we think rightly) that “ God-inspired” is scarcely consonant

with the word-form, but would have required something like

fteip.meuiTTos. Similarly we may observe Dr. Crerner in the second

edition of his Lexicon (when he was arguing for the current

conception) saying that “ the formation of the word cannot

be traced' to the use of -viw, but only of Ipnviw'' and supporting

this by the remark that “ the simple verb is never used of divine

action and throughout his later article, operating on the presump-

tion that the rendering “ inspired ” solely will come into comparison

with his own newly proposed one. All this seems to be due, not

merely to the traditional rendering of the word itself, but also to the

conception of the nature of the divine action commonly expressed by
rthe term, “ inspiration,” and indeed to the doctrine of Holy Scrip-
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ture, dominant in the minds of these scholars.* If we will shake

ourselves loose from these obscuring prepossessions and consider

the term without preoccupation of mind, it would seem that the

simple rendering “ God-breathed ” would commend itself power-

fully to us : certainly not, with the Vulgate and Luther, “ God-

mbreathed, ’

’ since the preposition “ in ” is wholly lacking in the

term and is not demanded for the sense in any of its applications

;

but equally certainly not “ God-imbued” or “ God-infused” in

the sense of imbued or infused with (rather than by) God, since,

according to all analogy, as well as according to the simplest

construction of the compound, the relation of “ God ” to the act

expressed is that of “ agent.” On any other supposition than

that this third and assuredly the most natural alternative, “ God-

breathed,” was not before their minds, the whole treatment of

Ewald and Dr. Cremer will remain somewhat inexplicable.

Why otherwise, for example, should the latter have remarked,

that the “ word must be traced to the use of ipmioj and not to the

simple verb -Hu> ?” Dr. Cremer, it is true, adds, as we have said, that

the simple verb is never used of divine action. In any case, how-

ever, this statement is overdrawn. Not only is -xtu> applied in a

physical sense to God in such passages of the LXX. as Ps. cxlvii. 7

(18) (
~vsu<T£t to ~»eu,'j.a abrou) and Isa. xl. 2-t, and of Symmachus

and Theodotion as Isa. xl. 7 ;
and not only in the earliest Fathers

is it used of the greatest gifts of Christ the Divine Lord, in such

passages as Ign., Eph. 17 :

—“ For this cause the Lord received oint-

ment on His head, that He might breathe incorruption upon His

Church (iva Tzvirj rrj ixxfojffia ayUapiriax)"
;
but in what may be rightly

called the normative passage, Gen. ii. 7, it is practically justified,

in its application to God, by the LXX. use of morj in the objective

clause, and actually employed for the verb itself by both Sym-

machus and Theodotion. And if we will penetrate beneath the

mere matter of the usage of a word to the conception itself, nothing

could be more misleading than such a remark as Dr. Cremer's. For

surely there was no conception more deeply rooted in the Hebrew

mind, at least, than that of the creative “ breath of God and this

* Two fundamental ideas, lying at tlie root of all their thinking of Scripture,

seem to have colored somewhat their dealing with this term : the old Lutheran

doctrine of the Word of God, and the modern rationalizing doctrine of the nature

of the Divine influence exerted in the production of Scripture. On account of the

latter point of view they seem determined not to find in Scrip! ure itself any

declaration that will shut them up to “a Philonian conception of Scripture”

as the Oracles of God—the very utterances of the Most High. By the former they

seem predisposed to discover in it declarations of the wonder-working power of the

Word. The reader cannot avoid becoming aware of the influence of both these

dogmatic conceptions in both Ewald’s and Cremer’s dealing with ftsor.xeuaros.

But it is not necessary to lay stres-i on this.
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conception was assuredly not wholly unknown even in ethnic circles.

To a Hebrew, at all events, the “ breath of God” would seem

self-evidently creative
;
and no locution would more readily sug-

gest itself to him as expressive of the Divine act of “making” than

just that by which it would be affirmed that He breathed things

into existence. The “ breath of the Almighty ”— itvoij navro-

xparopo?—was traditionally in his mouth as the fit designation of

the creative act (Job xxxii. 8, xxxiii. 4) ;
and not only was he

accustomed to think of man owing his existence to the breathing

of the breath of God into bis nostrils (Gen. ii. 7, especially

Symm. Theod.) and of liis life as therefore the “breath of God”
{itvebpa tteTov, LXX., Job xxvii. 8), which God needs but to draw back

to Himself that all flesh should perish (Job xxxiv. 14) : but he

conceived also that it was by the breath of God’s mouth {itveuparc

rob <TTOjfiaros
)
Ps. xxxiii. 6), that all the hosts of the heavens were

made, and bv the sending forth of His breath, (meupa, Ps. civ. 30)

that the multiplicity of animal life was created. By His breath

even {mmj, Job xxxvii. 10), he had been told, the ice is formed
;
and

by His breath {itveu/ia, Isa. xi. 5, cf. Job. iv. 9) all the wicked are

consumed. It is indeed the whole conception of the Spirit of

God as the executive of the Godhead that is involved here : the

conception that it is the Spirit of God that is the active agent in the

production of all that is. To the Hebrew consciousness, creation

itself would thus naturally appear as, not indeed an “ inspiration,

”

and much less an “ infusion of the Divine essence,” but certainly

a “ spiration
;

” and all that exists would appeal to it as, there-

fore, in the proper sense theopneustic, i. e., simply, “ breathed by
God,” produced by the creative breath of the Almighty, the moy

TZaVTOZpOLTOpOS.

This would not, it needs to be remembered, necessaril}'-

imply an “ immediate creation,” as we call it. When Elihu

declares that it is the breath of the Almighty that has given him
life or understanding (Job xxxii. 8, xxxiii. 4), he need not be

read as excluding the second causes by which he was brought

into existence
;
nor need the Psalmist (civ. 30) be understood to

teach an “immediate creation” of the whole existing animal

mass. But each certainly means to say that it is God who has

made all these things, and that by His breath : He breathed them

into being—they are all flecJweuaroi. So far from the word

presenting a difficulty therefore from the point of view of

its conception, it is just, after the nature of Greek compounds,

the appropriate crystallization into one concise term of a

conception that was a ruling idea in every Jewish mind.

Particularly, then, if we are to suppose (with both Ewald and
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Cremer) that the word is a coinage of Paul’s, or even of

Hellenistic origin, nothing could he more natural than that it

should have enshrined in it the Hebraic conviction that God pro-

duces all that He would bring into being by a mere breath. From
this point of view, therefore, there seems no occasion to seek

beyond the bare form of the word itself for a sense to attribute to

it. If we cannot naturally give it the meaning of “ God-mspired,”

we certainly do not need to go so far afield as to attribute to it the

sense of “ filled with God the natural sense which belongs to

it by virtue of its formation, and which is commended to us by the

analogy of like compounds, is also most consonant with the

thought-forms of the circles in which it perhaps arose and cer-

tainly was almost exclusively used. What the word naturally

means from this point of view also, is “ God-spirated,” “ God-

breathed,” “ produced bv the creative breath of the Almighty.”

Thus it appears that such a conception as “ God-breathed”

lies well within the general circle of ideas of the Hellenistic writers,

who certainly most prevailingly use the word. An application of

this conception to Scripture, such as is made in 2 Tim. iii. 16, was

no less consonant with the ideas concerning the origin and nature of

Scripture which prevailed in the circles out of which that epistle

proceeded. This may indeed be fairly held to be generally con-

ceded.

The main object of Ewald’s earlier treatment of this

passage, to be sure, was to void the word VeomsuaTos of all impli-

cation as to the origination of Scripture. By assigning to it the

sense of “ God-pervaded,” “full of God’s Spirit,” he supposed

he had made it a description of what Scripture is, without the least

suggestion of how it came to be such
;
and he did not hesitate

accordingly, to affirm that it had nothing whatever to say a9 to the

origin of Scripture.* But he afterwards, as we have alreadv

pointed out, saw the error of this position, and so far corrected it

as to explain that of course the term Wm-EuffTo? includes in itself

the implication that the words so designated are spoken by the Spirit

of God or by men inspired by God—in accordance with what is

repeatedly said elsewhere in Scripture, as, for example, in 2 Pet. i.

21—yet still to insist that it throws its chief emphasis rather on the

nature than the origin of these words.f And he never thought of

denying that in the circles in which the word was used in application

to Scripture, the idea of the origination of Scripture by the act of

God was current and indeed dominant. Philo’s complete identifi-

* Jahrb. f. bibl. Wissenschaft, vii, 88, 114.

t Oeschichte cles Volks Israel
,

i, 245, note.
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cation of Scripture with the spoken word of God was indeed the

subject under treatment by him, when he penned the note from

which we have last quoted
;
and he did not fail explicitly to allow

that the conceptions of the writer of the passage in 2 Timothy

were very closety related to those of Philo. “It is certainly

undeniable,” he writes, “ that the new term fteonveuffTos, 2 Tim. iii.

16, is intended to express very much what Philo meant, and did

not yet know how to say sharply by means of so compressed and

direct a term and again, in another place, “ this term, no doubt,

embodies onlv what is everywhere presupposed by Philo as to the

Scriptures, and is repeatedly expressed by him in other words
;
yet

his usage is not yet so far developed
;
and it is in accordance with

this that in the New Testament, too, it is only one of the latest

writings which uses the term in this way.”*

It would seem, to be sure, that it is precisely this affinity with

Philo’s conception of Scripture which Dr. Cremer wishes to

exclude in his treatment of the term. “ Let it be added,” he

Avrites, near the close of the extract from his Herzog article

which we have given above, “ that the expression ‘ breathed

by God, inspired by God,’ though an outgroAvth of the Biblical

idea, certainly, so far as it is referred to the prophecy which
' does not arise out of the human will (2 Pet. i. 20), yet can scarcely

be applied to the whole of the rest of Scripture—unless we
are to find in 2 Tim. iii. 16 the expression of a conception

of sacred Scripture similar to the Philonian.” And a little later he

urges against the testimonv of the exegetical tradition to the

meaning of the Avord, that it was affected by the conceptions of

Alexandrian Judaism—that is, he suggests, practically of heathen-

ism. There obviously lies beneath this mode of representation an

attempt to represent the idea of the nature and origin of Scripture

exhibited in the New Testament, as standing in some fundamental

disaccord with that of the Philonian tracts
;
and the assimilation

of the conception expressed iu 2 Tim. iii. 16 to the latter as there-

fore its separation from the former. Something like this is

affirmed also by Holtzmann when he writes :f
“ It is accordingly

clear that the author shares the Jewish conception of the purely

supernatural origin of the Scriptures in its straitest acceptation,

according to which, therefore, the theopneusty is ascribed imme-
diately to the Scriptures themselves, and not merely, as in 2 Pet.

i. 21, to their Avriters
;
and so far as the thing itself is concerned

there is nothing incorrect implied in the translation, tola Scrip-

tura. ’ ’ The notion that the Biblical and the Philonian ideas of Scrip-

*Jahrb., etc., ix, 92.

f Die Pastoralbriefe u. s. ic., p. 163.
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ture somewhat markedly differ is apparently common to the two

writers : only Holtzmann identifies the idea expressed in 2 Tim.

iii. 16 with the Philonian, and therefore pronounces it to be a

mark of late origin for that epistle
;

while Cremer wishes to

detach it from the Philonian, that he may not be forced to recog-

nize the Philonian conception as possessing New Testament author-

ization.

No such fundamental difference between the Philonian and

New Testament conceptions as is here erected, however, can

possibly be made out

;

through whatever minor differences may be

traceable between the general New Testament conception and

treatment of Scripture and that of Philo, it remains a plain matter

of fact that no other general view of Scripture than the so-called

Philonian is discernible in the New Testament, all of whose

writers—as is true of Jesus Himself also, according to His

reported words,—consistently look upon the written words of Scrip-

ture as the express utterances of God, owing their origin to His

direct spiration and their character to this their divine origin. It

is peculiarly absurd to contrast 2 Pet. i. 21 with 2 Tim. iii. 16 (as

Holtzmann does explicitly and the others implicitly), on the ground

of a difference of conception as to “ inspiration,” shown in the

ascription of inspiration in the former passage to the writers, in

the latter immediately to the words of Scripture. It is, on the

face of it, the “ word of prophecy” to which Peter ascribes

divine surety
;

it is written prophecy which he declares to be of no

“ private interpretation
;

” and if he proceeds to exhibit how God

produced this sure written word of prophecy—viz., through men
of God carried onward, apart from their own will, by the deter-

mining power of the Holy Ghost*—surely this exposition of the

mode of the divine action in producing the Scriptures can only

by the utmost confusion of ideas be pleaded as a denial of the

fact that the Scriptures were produced by the Divine action. To

Peter as truly as to Paul, and to the Paul of the earlier epistles as

truly as to the Paul of 2 Timothy, or as to Philo himself, the

Scriptures are the product of the Divine Spirit, and would be most

appropriately described by the epithet of 11 God-breathed,” i. e.,

produced by the breath, the spiration, of God.

The entire distinction which it is sought to erect between the

New Testament and the Philonic conceptions of Scripture,

as if to the New Testament writers the Scriptures were less

the oracles of God than to Philo, and owed their origin less

directly to God’s action, and might therefore be treated as less

*For the implications of the term <pspup.evm here (as distinguished from ayoii--

vot) consult the fruitful discussion of the words in Schmidt’s Synonymik.
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divine in character or operation, hangs in the mere air.

There may be fairly recognized certain differences between

the New Testament and the Philonic conceptions of Scripture
;

but they certainly do not move in this fundamental region.

The epithet “ God-breathed,” “ produced by the creative

breath of the Almighty,” commends itself, therefore, as one which

would lie near at hand and would readily express the fundamental

view as to the origination of Scripture current among the whole

body of New Testament writers, as well as among the whole mass

of their Jewish contemporaries, amid whom they were bred. The

distinction between the inspiration of the writers and that of the

record, is a subtlety of later times of which they were guiltless :

as is also the distinction between the origination of Scripture by

the action of the Holy Ghost and the infusing of the Iloly Spirit

into Scriptures originating by human activity. To the writers

of this age of simpler faith, the Scriptures are penetrated by God
because they were given by God : and the question of their

effects, or even of their nature, was not consciously separated from

the question of their origin. The one sufficient and decisive fact

concerning them to these writers, inclusive of all else and deter-

minative of all else that was true of them as the Word of God,

was that they were “ God-given,” or, more precisely, the product of

God’s creative “ breath.”

In these circumstances it can hardly be needful to pause to

point out in detail how completely this conception accords with

the whole New Testament doctrine of Scripture, and with the

entire body of phraseology currently used in it to express its

divine origination. We need only recall the declarations that the

Holy Spirit is the author of Scripture (Heb. lii. 7, x. 15), “ in

whom ” it is, therefore, that its human authors speak (Matt. xxii.

43
;
Mark xii. 36), because it is He that speaks what they speak

“through them” (Acts i. 16, iv. 25), they being but the media

of the prophetic word (Matt. i. 22, ii. 15, iii. 3, iv. 14, viii.

17, xii. 17, xiii. 35, xxi. 4, xxiv. 15, xxvii. 9, Luke xviii.

31, Acts ii. 16, xxvii. 25, Rom. i. 2, Luke i. 76, Acts i. 16,

iii. 18, 21). The whole underlying conception of such modes of

expression is in principle set forth in the command of Jesus to

His disciples that, in their times of need, they should depend

wholly on the Divine Spirit speaking in them (Matt. x. 20
;
Mark

xiii. 11 ; cf. Luke i. 41, 67, xii. 12
;
Acts iv. 8) : and perhaps

even more decidedly still in Peter’s description of the prophets of

Scripture as “ borne by the Holy Ghost,” as weu/j.aT<j<popoi
,
whose

words are, therefore, of no “ private interpretation,” and of the

highest surety (2 Pet. i. 21). In all such expressions the main
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affirmation is that Scripture, as the product of the activity of the

Spirit, is just the “ breatli of God;” and the highest possible

emphasis is laid on their origination by the divine agency of the

Spirit. The primary characteristic of Scripture in the minds of

the New Testament writers is thus i
-evealed as shortly their Divine

origin.

That this was the sole dominating conception attached from

the beginning to tbe term &e6xveu<rzt>'i as an epithet of Scripture, is

further witnessed by the unbroken exegetical tradition of its

meaning in the sole passage of tbe New Testament in which it

occurs. Dr. Cremer admits that such is the exegetical tradition,

though he seeks to break the weight of this fact by pleading that

the unanimity of the patristic interpretation of the passage is due

rather to preconceived opinions on the part of the Fathers as to the

nature of Scripture, derived from Alexandrian Judaism, than to

the natural effect on their minds of the passage itself. Here we
are pointed to the universal consent of Jewish and Christian

students of the W ord as to the divine origin of the Scriptures they

held in common—-a fact impressive enough of itself—-as a rea-

son for discrediting the testimony of the latter as to the meaning

of a fundamental passage bearing on the doctrine of Holy Scrip-

ture. One is tempted to ask whether it can be really proved that

the theology of Alexandrian Judaism exercised so universal and

absolute a dominion over the thinking of the Church, that it is

likely to be due to its influence alone that the Christian doctrine

of inspiration took shape, in despite (as we are told) of the

natural implications of the Christian documents themselves. And
one is very likely to insist that, whatever may be its origin, this

coneeption of the divine origination of Scripture was certainly

shared by the New Testament writers themselves, and may very

well therefore have found expression in 2 Tim. iii. 16—which

would therefore need no adjustment to current ideas to make it

teach it. At all events, it is admitted that this view of the teach-

ing of 2 Tim. iii. 16 is supported by the unbroken exegetical

tradition
;
and this fact certainly requires to be taken into consid-

eration in determining the meaning of the word.

It is quite true that Dr. Cremer in one sentence does not seem to

keep in mind the unbrokenness of the exegetical tradition. We
read :

“ Origen also, in hom. %1 in Jerem ., seems so [i. e., as Dr.

Cremer does] to understand it [that is, ?>e«5svet»«ro?]:—sacra volumina

spiritus plenitudinem spirant." The unwary reader may infer

from this that these words of Origen are explanatory of 2 Tim. iii.

16, and that they therefore break the exegetical tradition and
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show that Origen assigned to that passage the meaning that “ the

Holy Scriptures breathe out the plenitude of the Spirit.” Such

is, however, not the case. Origen is not here commenting on 2 Tim.

iii. 16, but only freely expressing his own notion as to the nature

of Scripture. His words here do not, therefore, break the con-

stancy of the exegetical tradition, but at the worst only the univer-

sality of that Philonian conception of Scripture, to the universality

of which among the Fathers, Dr. Cremer attributes the unbroken-

ness of the exegetical tradition. What results from their adduc-

tion is, then, not a weakening of the patristic testimony to the mean-

ing of ttE<'>nvEU(jT<><; in 2 Tim. iii. 16, but (at the worst) a possible hint

that Dr. Cremer’ s explanation of the unanimity of that testimony

may not, after all, be applicable. When commenting on 2 Tim. iii.

16, Origen uniformly takes the word ^eomsuaro? as indicatory of the

origin of Scripture
;
though when himself speaking of what Scripture

is, he may sometimes speak as Dr. Cremer would have him speak.

It looks as if his interpretation of 2 Tim. iii. 16 were expository of

its meaning to him rather than impository of his views on it. Let

us, by way of illustration, place a fuller citation of Origen’

s

words, in the passage adduced by Dr. Cremer, side by side with

a passage directly dealing with 2 Tim. iii. 16, and note the result.

Secundum istiusmodi expositiones decet sacras litteras credere necunam quodam
apicem liabere vacuum sapientia Dei. Qui enim mihi homini prsecipit dicens:

Non apparebis ante conspectum meum vacuus, multo plus hoc ipse agit, ne aliquid

vacuum loquatur. Ex plenitudine ejus aceipientes proplietse, ea, quce erant de

plenitudine sumptar, cecineruut: et idcirco sacra volumina spiritus plenitudinem

spirant, nihilque est sive in prophetia, sive in lege, sive in evangelio, sive in apos-

tolo, quod non a plenitudine divime majestatis descendat. Quamobretn spirant in

scripturis sanctis hodieque plenitudinis verba. Spirant antem his, qui habent et

occulos ad videnda ccelestia et aures ad andienda divina, et nares ad ea, qua; sunt

plenitudinis, semtienda (Origen, in Jeremiam Domilia, xxi, 2. Wirceburg ed.,

1785, ix, 733).

Here Origen is writing quite freely : and his theme is the

divine fullness of Scripture. There is nothing in Scripture which

is vain or empty and all its fullness is derived from Him from

whom it is dipped by the prophets. Contrast his manner, now,

when he is expounding 2 Tim. iii. 16.

“ Let us not be stupefied by hearing Sriptures which we do not understand; but

let it be to us according to our faith, by which also we believe that every Scripture

because it is theopneustic
(
[natra ypatpij fteomeuoTos ouaa) is profitable. For

you must needs admit one of two things regarding these Scriptures : either

that they are not theopneustic since they are not profitable, as the unbeliever takes

it
;
or, as a believer, you must admit that' since they are theopneustic, they are

profitable. It is to be admitted, of course, that the profit is often received by ns

unconsciously, just as often we are assigned certain food for the benefit of the eyes,

and only after two or three days does the digestion of the food that was to benefit

the eyes give us assurance by trial that the eyes are benefited So, then,
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believe also concerning the divine Scriptures, that thy soul is profited, even if

thy understanding does not perceive the fruit of the profit that comes from the

letters, from the mere bare reading” [Okigen, Horn. XX. in Josuam 2, in J. A.

Robinson's Origen’s Philocalia
,
p. 63).

It is obvious that here Origen does not understand 2 Tim. iii.

16, to teach that Scripture is inspired onlv because it is profitable,

and that we are to determine its profitableness first and its inspira

tion therefrom
;
what he draws from the passage is that Scripture

is profitable because it is inspired, and that though we may not see in

any particular case how, or even that, it is profitable, we must still

believe it to be profitable because it is inspired, i. e., obviously

because it is given of God for that end.

It seemed to be necessary to adduce at some length these pas-

sages from Origen, inasmuch as the partial adduction of one of

them, alone, by Dr. Cremer might prove misleading to the unwary

reader. But there appears to be no need of multiplving passages

from the other early expositors of 2 Tim. iii. 16, seeing that it is

freely confessed tliat the exegetical tradition runs all in one

groove. We may differ as to the weight we allow to this fact

;

but surely as a piece of testimony corroborative of the meaning

of the word derived from other considerations, it is worth noting

that it has from the beginning been understood only in one way

—

even by those, such as Origen and we may add Clement, who may
not themselves be absolutely consistent in preserving the point of

view taught them in this passage.*

The final test of the sense assigned to any word is, of course,

derived from its fitness to the context in which it is found. And
Dr. Cremer does not fail to urge with reference to fted-ssuffros in 2

Tim. iii. 16, that the meaning he assigns to it corresponds well

with the context, especially with the succeeding clauses
;
as well

as, he adds, with the language elsewhere in the Xew Testament,

as, for example, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, where what Scrip-

* Cf. Prof. Schultze, loc. cit. : “ Further, it should not he lost sight of (and Dr.

Cremer does not do so) how the Church in its defenders has understood this

word. There can be no doubt that in the conflict with Montanism, the tradi-

tional doctrine of theopneusty was grounded in the conception of feii->ruirrui'
)

but never that of the Scriptures breathing out the Spirit of God. The pas-age

which Crem r adduces from Origen gives no interpretation of this word, but only

points to a quality of Scripture consequent on their divine origination by the

Holy Spirit : and elsewhere when he adduces the rule of faith, the words run, quod

per spiritum dei sacrce scriptura conscripta sint, or a verbo dei et spirita dei

dicta sunt

:

just as Clem. Alex, also, when, in Coh. 71, he is commenting on the

Pauline passage, takes the word in the usual way, and yet, like Origen, makes tin

inference from the God-likeness (as &eo-oieiv) in Plato’s manner, from the whole

passage—though not deriving it from the word itself. For the use of the word in

Origen, we need to note : Set. in Ps., ii, 527 ;
Tom. in Joh., vi, 134, Ed. de la R.”
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ture sajs is spoken of as the utterance, the saying of the Holy

Ghost, with which he would further compare even Acts xxviii. 25.

That the words of Scripture are conceived, not only in Hebrews

but throughout the New Testament, as the utterances of the

Holy Ghost is obvious enough and not to be denied. But it is

equally obvious that the ground of this conception is everywhere

the ascription of these words to the Holy Ghost as their responsi-

ble author: littera scripta manet and remains what it was when

written, viz., the words of the writer. The fact that all Scripture

is conceived as a body of Oracles and approached with awe as the

utterances of God certainly does not in the least suggest that

these utterances may not be described as God-given words or throw

a preference for an interpretation of which would trans-

mute it into an assertion that they are rather God-giving words.

And the same may be said of the contextual argument.

Naturally, if fi-£uizveu<TTo<; means “ God-giving,” it would as an

epithet or predicate of Scripture serve very well to lay a foun-

dation for declaring this
1£ God-giving Scripture ” also profitable,

etc. But an equal foundation for this declaration is laid by the

description of it as
11 God-given.” The passage just quoted

from Origen will alone teach us this. All that can be said on this

score for the new interpretation, therefore, is that it also could be

made accordant with the context
;
and as much, and much more,

can be said for the old. We leave the matter in this form, since

obviously a detailed interpretation of the whole passage cannot be

entered into here, but must be reserved for a later occasion. It may
well suffice to say now that obviously no advantage can be claimed

for the new interpretation from this point of view. The question

is, after all, not what can the word be made to mean, but what

does it mean
;
and the witness of its usage elsewhere, its form and

mode of composition, and the sense given it by its readers from the

first, supply here the primary evidence. Only if the sense thus

commended to us were unsuitable to the context would we be

justified in seeking further for a new interpretation—thus demanded

by the context. This can by no means be claimed in the present

instance, and nothing can be demanded of us beyond showing

that the more natural current sense of the word is accordant with

the context.

The result of our investigation would seem thus, certainly, to

discredit the new interpretation of &£6-v£u<tto$ offered by Ewald
and Cremer. From all points of approach alike we appear to be con-

ducted to the conclusion that it is primarily expressive of the orig-

ination of Scripture, not of its nature and much less of its effects.

9
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What is ftsoTzveuirro? is “ God-breathed,” produced by the creative

breath of the Almighty. And Scripture is called >‘/c onveuaros in

order to designate it as “God-breathed,” the product of Divine

spiration, the creation of that Spirit who is in all spheres of the

Divine activity the executive of the Godhead. The traditional

translation of the word by the Latin inspiratus a Deo is no doubt

also discredited, if we are to take it at the foot of the letter.

It does not express a breathing into the Scriptures by God.

But the ordinary conception attached to it, whether among the

Fathers or the Dogmaticians, is in general vindicated. What
it affirms is that the Scriptures owe their origin to an

activity of God the Hoty Ghost and are in the highest and truest

sense His creation. It is on this foundation of Divine origin that

all the high attributes of Scripture are built.

Princeton. Benmamin B. Wakfield.




